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ARGENTINA - REFORMING PROVINCIAL UTILITIES: ISSUES, CHALLENGES AND
BEST PRACTICE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report analyzes the reform needs and options in electricity distribution, and water and
sanitation services (W&S) in Argentina's provinces. The main focus is on the regulation of private
operators since many provincial governments are considering concessioning all or part of these
services to the private sector to improve quality and rely more on private financing of the sectors'
expansion needs. Tariff design and institutional concerns are emphasized in a detailed analysis of the
specific regulatory framework of both sectors, including some issues raised by federal regulation
relevant to the decisions of potential investors in provincial utilities.
Main conclusion. The report strongly endorses the general concessioning strategy followed
by most provinces. This strategy has already generated substantial gains in utilities under Federal
control. In electricity for instance, tariffs have slightly decreased on average since privatization and
quality of service have improved significantly. For instance, the average number of annual service
interruptions was cut from at least 7.6 to 5, and the average duration from 23 hours/year to
9.9 hours/year. However, not all provinces will be able to follow a strategy relying on private
investors as they vary tremendously in terms of potential rate of return and commercial as well as noncommercial risks (including political and fiscal risks). Some of the poorest provinces combine low
potential return and high risks' levels and are unlikely to be very attractive under deals and regulatory
arrangements that try to shift most of the risk onto the private investors. For these provinces or for
those not wishing to transfer outright the W&S and electricity distribution services to the private
sector, the report offers alternatives. It suggests, in the short run, the commercialization of these
services through management and service contracts with private companies can serve to establish the
credibility of the provincial commitment to reform. But this should be viewed as a first step towards
the implementation of concession as it gives investors a chance to obtain more independent
information on the value of the assets for which they would be bidding
The keys to successful provincial utilities reforms. The National Reforms demonstrate that
to maximize the gains from the "privatization" strategy, the following steps are needed:
*

make the most of what competitionfor the market allows,

*

give an incentive to new owners to remain concerned with the public interest;

*

assign rights and obligations in the contract as clearly as possible,

*

anticipate the potential needs for renegotiation;

*

define the nature and form of property to maximize accountability,

*

do not underestimate the importance of tariff design; and

*

prepare and develop the provincial regulatory capacity as carefully as the contract.
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Do not underestimate what can be achieved through competition for the market.
Whether in the area(s) of operations, management or specific services, competition for the service is
crucial to the success of the current reform efforts. Competition and increased private sector
involvement also reduce arbitrary political interference in price setting or employment decisions, for
instance. Although the specific form of private sector involvement in each province will have to be
tailored to fit local needs, constraints and preferences, the introduction of competition, if implemented
correctly, will cut total service costs, pass a large share of these cuts to all consumers and improve
responsiveness to users. The success of the approach (in terms of fiscal impact but also in terms of
service quality and price) depends a lot on the design of the bids to assign the operator's role in a
concession, management or service contract. Some of the provinces are clearly aware of the
importance of this step in the reform process: it ensures the credibility of the provinces'
announcements and their commitment to change. For instance, the province of Santa Fe
commissioned an independent assessment of the value of the net assets of its utilities (done by an
internationally recognized external expert). This provided independent information on the potential
fiscal impact of the reform. It also revealed up front as much reliable information as possible to
potential investors. This type of assessment can also avoid some uncertainties in terms of
rehabilitation needs and reduce the risk of unexpected tariff adjustments as those approved for Aguas
Argentinas over and above what was agreed in the original contract.
Ensure the managers' and workers' accountability. If property is distributed, the way it is
done can also contribute to the success of the reform. Shares can be sold on the stock market to
widen the dissemination of property and hence of accountability as was once considered (but
eventually rejected) for Aguas Argentinas. Shares can also be allocated to workers and employees, as
for electricity transmission under federal jurisdiction, giving them an effective incentive to support the
reform and to act in the interest of the enterprise. But there are risks in spreading accountability too
thinly. This is why it is generally suggested to allow the bidding of packages of shares large enough to
allow control by one major interest i.e., to have a strategic investor.
Clearly spell out the rights and obligations of all parties. Under the strategy adopted by
the provinces, contracts (concession, management or services) are the main regulatory instrument
during the tenure of the private operator. Where and when governments do not have a long track
record in dealing with the private sector, contracts need to be drawn as tightly as possible to reduce
opportunities for discretionary government actions. Contracts are intended to be enforced according
to their terms. The provincial reforms will only work if the provincial governments recognize that
once a private operator takes over, this operator is in charge within the specific terms of its contract.
Anticipate the potential needs for renegotiation. Even if a province has well prepared its
contracts, unforeseen events will happen. This means that even if contracts should be prepared as
documents that are not intended to be modified and include adjustment mechanisms to avoid the costs
and uncertainty of renegotiation, under very specific and very limited circumstances, a limited degree
of contract flexibility may be good public policy. To ensure that the contract is a credible regulatory
instrument, contract modifications should be based on some fair and workable rules based on clearly
spelled out policy criteria (discussed in the report). These rules should be agreed upon by all involved
parties, and the guarantee of this agreement should be provided by an independent regulator as an
honest broker. Unilateral modification of the rights defined in the contract or the bidding documents
(say through request to accelerate investment programs or impediments to tariff adjustments) without
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full compensation is tantamount to expropriation and defeats the purpose of the reform. It is the risk
of arbitrary government behavior of this kind that historically created the biggest risk for private
investors in infrastructure and that continues to deter many deals.
Keep the new private monopolies working in the public interest. Once the contracts have
been awarded, it may be difficult for the government to get the private operator or managers to focus
on the interest of consumers as much as on their own interest. To maximize the incentive for efficient
behavior during the concession, the contracts can require that new auctions be organized at regular
intervals as it was done in the case of the electricity distribution concessions orchestrated by the
National Govemment. Another incentive for provincial monopolies to maintain their concern for the
interest of consumers is to rely on some formal comparison of performance across provinces. These
comparisons should be widely disseminated (in the media) to increase the public pressure for
accountability. These comparisons can also be used more formally by regulators to push prices to
their lowest possible level ("yardstick competition"). This requires a strong inter-provincial
coordination to standardize information which could be organized by the National Regulators.
Get the tariffs design right. All reformers recognize that the design of tariff formulas are at
the core of effective regulation. However, few appreciate its complexity and relevance to the longterm sustainability of the provincial utility reforms. The report discusses how tariff design matters to
ensure the best allocation of scarce provincial resources. In the context of this analysis, it identifies a
few issues that deserve their immediate attention. Some of these issues are under their direct control
and should be handled as part of the reform process. Some are under the responsibility of the National
Government but need to be monitored by provincial reformers to allow them to anticipate the
concerns of potential investors in provincialutilities.
In Electricity, the provinces trying to introduce more efficient pricing of distribution services
(including an incentive to maximize productivity gains) should adhere to the tariff methodology
contained in the national electricity law with some adjustments. Chapter 2 shows that:
*

If regulation continues to be based on price capping (aims at giving incentive to minimize costs),
there is a need to very quickly define a methodology and gather the information needed to
calculate the productivity gains that should be passed on to consumers.

*

There is also a need to review the current tariff methodology in order to make sure that the interest
of "captive consumers" are protected. The current approach creates a distortion due to the
possibility of direct contracts between "large users" and "generators". The consequence of these
contracts is that captive consumers (i.e., those who are not large enough to be able to buy without
having to go through the distribution companies) may have to pay much higher rates because they
are paying for more expensive wholesale contracts transferred at the time of privatization and
large users opt out to negotiate cheaper contracts in the wholesale market. This could lead to
difficult political problems as "privatized" tariffs may end up increasing significantly in relative
terms for a large share of the consumers. This could be avoided by allowing some more pricing
flexibilityand some degree of discrimination in prices.

In addition, the provincial governments will have to monitor the developments in transmission
pricing, one of the very few serious outstanding issues in the otherwise very impressive National
Sector Reform. Better and clearer rules (based on economic benefits rather than on energy flows) are
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needed to avoid the type of difficulties recently met in discussions of the construction of a fourth
transmission line in the Comahue corridor. Existing rules have a bias towards underinvestment
because they fail to assign a clear responsibility for the payment of the construction costs of any
expansion. Since transmission is the physical instrument to guarantee competition in generation and
supply, this underinvestment is increasinglya concern to potential investors in distribution. Moreover,
as more and more provinces privatize their distribution companies, the relationship between the
transmission concessionaires and the distribution concessionaires is likely to change, and the tolls may
have to be revised to ensure consistency with economically efficient pricing rules and revenue
adequacy.
In W&S, Chapter 3 shows that the regulatory challenge is much wider and complex:
*

A radical tariff reform is needed to achieve efficiency in the use of water and to finance growing
long-term investment needs, particularly in the sewerage systems. It will involve increased
metering, eliminating the current tariff for unmetered consumption and redesigning the fixed part
of the current two-part tariff used for metered consumption, since it currently leads to multiple
types of cross subsidies, and since it fails to provide much incentive to minimize cost and to invest
in the expansion of the sewerage system.

*

This tariff reform will have to be implemented as part of a wider reform which should aim at the
adoption of commercial practices in the sector. This means that the provincial governments will
have to give up many of the controls they are now imposing on their public enterprises and aim at
regulatory simplicity when identifying what needs to be controlled/regulated and what need not be
(and this will require strong coordination with the National Government).

*

The concerns with the high level of uncertainty regarding the asset value and the costs of the
rehabilitation needs expressed by potential private investors interviewed by the Bank are such that
some of the provinces will have to consider a slower pace of reform, and will have to focus on
short-term management contracts with an option to transform them into concession contracts in
the longer run. It may also be worth considering the bundling of W&S assets across provinces, or
their bundling with other assets such as electricity to reduce the overall risk faced or perceived by
private investors. None of this should affect the efforts to reform tariffs and increase metering.

Develop the provincial regulatory capacity. The most difficult provincial challenge
addressed in the report may be the need to monitor that the behavior of the privatized monopolies are
consistent with the terms of the contract as well as with public aims. This monitoring is needed
because concessionaires will have strong incentives to behave inefficiently when left unsupervised.
The creation of regulatory bodies or the use of the strength of law and courts will be an important
element in the success of the provincial reform of utilities and Chapter 4 focuses on this exclusively.
But there is a need to distinguish between technical and economic regulation in both sectors.
Economic regulation does not have the same goals as technical regulation so that its organization is
not necessarily identical to the technical one. For the electricity sector, the difference can be
illustrated as follows: at the terminal nodes of the interconnected electric network there is little need
for technical control, but it is a place where provincial distributors can try to exploit their exclusive
position in front of captive consumers and hence economic regulation may be needed even if technical
regulation is not. Therefore, the skills needed to develop the provincial regulatory capacity are not
simply a recycling of the skills needed to provide the service in a public enterprise. Some of the staff
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of the former public utility will have to be dismissed and new staff will have to be recruited to
introduce these new skills in the provincial regulatory entities.
Aim at a single independent sector specific agency. While the Report shows that some
economic regulatory responsibilities may be justified at the provincial level in electricity and W&S
even when technical regulation is not needed, it also shows that if each province must have its own
regulatory capacity, the local entity should be kept to a minimumand only have specific prerogatives,
essentially auditing and reporting to the national regulation body. This is particularly important in
electricity because technical dependencies within the network are very strong. Moreover, the
recognition of a role for provincial regulation is not an endorsement of the creation of multiple sector
specific regulatory agencies. The international experience suggests that most provinces would be
better off with a single independent entity for all utilities. Chapter 4 explains in detail how to achieve
that independence in terms of nomination of regulators and financing of the agency.
Do not simply staff the agency with the employees fired by the private operator. The
staffing level of the agency should be modest and its composition should depend on the requirements
of specific tasks assigned to the regulatory agency. As discussed in the Report, there are many good
possible criteria for selection (i.e., technical excellence, political representation, ...). With a few
exceptions, the experience considered relevant in the staffing process at the national level was based
on engineering aspects of the sector while economic regulation, the main purpose of these entities, is
quite different from technical regulation. This suggests that the selection criteria for the regulators
should include expertise in economic fields. While the skills needed to be a good regulator are hard to
find, they are very similar in both, the water and electricity sector, and hence the same resources can
be shared within a single provincial regulatory entity. This means lower resource needs (not only in
terms of staff but also in terms of equipment) and hence a lower burden on the taxpayers or the
beneficiaries of the services. There are other benefits. For instance, it facilitates learning between
sectors, ensures consistent approaches to central policy questions, and makes the regulator less
vulnerable to industry or political capture. This lower vulnerability enhances the credibility of the
agency and reduces risks for investors.
Spell out the implementation strategy. The strategy to implement this regulatory agency
can be flexible. If no agency has been established yet, a core multisectoral framework can be set up
first and then sectors can be added to the core entity when appropriate. There is no need to wait until
any contract has been signed. The creation of an entity can be instrumental in assisting in the
implementation of the concessioning process. If one agency has already been established, it should not
be too difficult to expand the jurisdiction of the existing agency. This depends of course on how
sector specific in design and composition the initial agency is. Finally, if several agencies have already
been created, the best option is to develop a strategy for merging the agencies after an initial period.
This strategy tends to be the most difficult and will often be resisted by both the existing regulators
(concerned about losing their autonomy and possibly their job) and investors (often preferring the
counterpart they know).
Next Steps. The main conclusion of this report is that there is no single blueprint for the
provinces but that there is strong evidence of a need to further understand regulatory objectives and
establish regulatory rules and regulatory behaviors whatever the specific strategy adopted by a
province. The ultimate aim is better and cheaper service provisions to the Argentine consumer,
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whether she/he lives in Bs.As. or Salta or Tierra del Fuego. The Report also aims to be a discussion
report, namely a vehicle to raise issues and begin the public dialogue necessary to extract the benefits
of a private sector participation in key utilities in Argentina's provinces.

Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1

Objectives of the report. Most provinces

in Argentinaare concernedwith the high cost and
poor quality of service in electricity distribution
and water and sanitation (W&S) as well as with

the lack of public resourcesfor their rehabilitation
and expansion. The report analyzes the reforn
needs and options in these two sectors in
Argentina's provinces. The main focus is on the

regulation of private operators since many
ansincern
m
pregulatio
gofprivaterr peratos
considering
provincial governments are
concessioning these services to the private sector
(see Table l.la and 1.lb on the current status)
and are requesting technical assistance in
identifying the main regulatory issues they will
have to address. The lessons of the national
experience with contract-based regulation and

tariff design as well as institutional issues are
particularly detailed throughout the report--much
more so than in previous recent Bank publications
on these two sectors.' This detailed analysis is
needed to show explicitly the linkages between:
(i) tariff design on one hand, and investment
targets and financing on the other hand, and
(ii) national and provincial regulatory issues.
Road Map. Chapter 2 covers the main
1.2
issues in the privatization of provincial electricity
distribution companies. Chapter 3 deals with
W&S services.
Chapter 4 discusses the
institutional demands of the regulation of private
operated utilities. The remainder of this first
chapter reviews the main general policy issues the
provincial governments will have to address and
that apply to both sectors:
* what limited credibility entails
* what competition entails
* what contract-based regulation entails
* what decentralized regulation entails.
See for example,WorldBankReportNo. 35 The Power
Sectorin LAC:CurrentStatusandEvolvingIssuesbyR. A.

Moscote,
S.B.Maia,andJ.L.Vietti,June1995.

Table1.la Statusof ProvincialReforms in Electricity
y 1996)

_

Alreadyconcessioned Formosa,
Catamarca,
Entre
Rios,
La Rioja,
Rio Negro,
San Juan, San Luis, S. Del
Estero,Tucuman
At the biddingstage
Jujuy, Salta
Withprivatizationand Misiones,Neuquen
regulatoryfrarnework
defined
Withregulatory
Bs.As., Corrientes, Misiones,
SantaFe
frameworkpending
No legal framework C6rdoba,El Chaco, Mendoza,
yetor irrelevant
SantaCruz,T. d. Fuego(Chubut
and La Pampawill keep their
cooperatives).
Table1.lb StatusofProvincialReformsinW&S
1996_______________
s
&
Alreadyconcessioned Corrientes,Formosa,Santa Fe,
TucumAn
Atthebiddingstage
C6rdoba,
Withprivatizationand S.delEstero,Mendoza
regulatoryframework
defined
Withregulatory
Catamarca, Jujuy, La. Rioja,
frameworkpending
Neuquen,Salta,SanJuan
No legal framework Bs.As.,El Chaco,Entre Rios,
Rio Negro, San Luis, Santa
yetor irrelevant
Cruz, Tierra del Fuego;
(Chubut, and La Pampa will
probably maintain their
cooperatives)
The Need for Credible Provincial Commitm t
1.3
If efficiency in the allocation of scarce
provincial resources and better responsiveness to
user needs are the main policy objectives of the
provincial governments, the report endorses the
general concessioning strategy being followed by
most provinces. But not all provinces are equally
attractive to private investors as they vary
tremendously in terms of potential rate of return

and commercial(some have low potential return
and high risks level) as well as non-commercial
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risks (including political and fiscal risks). The
reform strategy may have to be tailored to the
constraints imposed by these differences. So what
are the short run alternatives to concessions?

these rights (say through request to accelerate
investment programs or impediments to tariff
adjustments) without full compensation is
tantamount to expropriation. It is the risk of
arbitrary Government behavior of this kind that

historically created the biggest risk for private
1.4
When a province does not succeed in
awarding a concession contract (or does not wish
investors in infrastructure. Where and when
nnvestors do not as thtyheGoverinlent, contracts
the immediate transfer of the service to the private
to be drawn as tightly as possible to reduce
on
need
to
give
up
sector), the report suggests not
opportunities for discretionary actions by the
trying to introduce more incentives to cut costs in
Govemment
the sector but to try instead to rely, at least in the
short run, on some form of commercialization of
1.6 This suggests that the success of the
these services through management contracts: this
privatization process depends closely on
can serve to establish the credibility of the
. how property rights are defined and
provincial commitment to reform in the view of
allocated initially (i.e., will the Governent
private investors before concessions can become a
really give up control in exchange for
realistic option. This gives investors a chance to
efficiencyand financing?); and
obtain more independent information on the value
*
under what circumstances could these rights
of the assets they would be bidding for (a major
be eventually reallocated (i.e., what are the
issue in the W&S sector) and get the
commercialization of the service going withoutpulcoiycrtiahtcudledoa
could lead to a
that?).3
public policyofcriteria
dea2
a contract
*2renegotiation
delay.
In the national level reforms, the overall

What Competition in Utilities Entails

1.7

1.5
It seems clear that provincial governments
have generally accepted to introduce competition
in their local service monopolies through the
organization for competitive bidding. But the
main lesson from the national reform experience
that Argentina's provinces may not have yet been
able to intemalize fully is that the key to
successful competition is to assign property rights
on all the resources unambiguously. In other
words, the Government has to give up control
over the service and recognize that once a private
operator takes over, the private operator is in
charge within the specific terms of its contract
with the Government. Contracts are intended to
be enforced according to their terms. This is what
creates property rights. Unilateral modification of

allocation of property rights to maximize the gains
from competition is the outcome of the following
three prong strategy:
. assign property rights as clearly as possible in
the contract;
*

.

The first prong was to rely on sealed-bids
18
to assign the operator role in a concession
contract for a specified period (electricity, water,
3

2

To avoid the creation of an informationmonopolyin
favor of the winner of the managementcontract,clear
data publicationsrequirementsshouldbe spelledout in
the contract.

define the nature and form of property to
maximize the manager's accountability; and
give an incentive to new owners to remain
efficient throughout their tenure.

The existence of market failures such as
environmental concerns often limits the extent to
which property rights can be shifted from the
Governmentto a private operator.
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etc.). As discussed later, the specific design of the
bids is a key determinant of the success of reform.
Some of the provinces are clearly aware of the
importance of this step in the reform process. The
water company in Santa Fe, for instance,
commissioned an independent assessment of the
value of its net assets (done by an external expert
in whom prospective investors had confidence) to
reveal up front as much information as possible to
potential investors. This avoided some (but not
all) of the uncertainties in terms of rehabilitation
needs observed in the privatization of Obras
Pfiblicas in Buenos Aires. (Table 1.2 gives a
checklist of the main features that contracts in any
province should cover).
1.9
Just as important, all the requirements of
the bidding documents have to be internally
consistent and reasonable.
They should be
checked for inconsistenciesbetween the tariffs and
the investment

and rehabilitation

requirements.

This may have been an issue in the bids organized
for

the

water

concession

in

1.11 The third prong is relevant because the
provincial services at stake are local natural
monopolies. Once the concessions have been
awarded, it may be difficult for the Government to
get the private operator or managers to focus on
the interest of consumers as much as on their own
interest. Once more, the national reform of the
electricity sector shows how to reduce the risk.
To maximize the incentive for efficient behavior
during the concession, the concession contracts
awarded by the National Government in electricity
require that new auctions be organized at regular
intervals according to a procedure explained in
paragraph 2.32.4 Basically, while the electricity
distribution concessions have a duration of 95
years, they are divided into management periods
of 10-year (except the first one which lasts for 15
years) which are allocated every 10 years.

Box 1.1 How to Check if the Reform Process is being
Captured by the Bidders?

C6rdoba.

Any serious discrepancy between various financial

Requirements to participate should also strike a
balance between quantity (as many as possible)
and quality (serious investors) of the offers. They

indicatorsprovided in the bidding documents of the furmto be
regulated and one of the benchmarkslisted below can reveal
abuses of the regulatory system by the potential operator.

should also strike a reasonable balance between

Compare the rate of return (ROR) implicit in the bid and:

risks and return for the private investor as

1. the ROR in unregulated firms in similar activities in the

discussed in Box 1.1

region.;
2. the ROR the average ROR of the market in Argentina; and

.10 The second prong of this strategy focused
on the nature and form of the dissemination of
property. In the case of Aguas Argentinas, shares
were sold on the stock market to widen the
dissemination of property and hence of
accountability. For electricity transmission, shares
were allocated to all staff, giving an incentive to
act in the company's interest. But there are also
risks in spreading accountability too thinly. This
is why it is generally suggested to allow the
bidding of packages of shares large enough to
allow control by one major interest (i.e., to have a
strategic investor).

3. the ROR in similarlyregulatedfirmsin other provinces
Over time, the comparisonof the varianceof rates of
return in the sectorbefore and after the inclusionof the new firm
can also provide useful insightson the potential financialimpact
of the privatization. Typically,utilities are expectedto be below
averagerisk and their return should varyby less than the market
average. If the bids show anythingelse, it may reveal that the
bidder is asking for too much to provide the service. It may also
reflect an attempt b the bidder to compensate for a province
specificrisk that is well abovemarket average. In this case, the
specificform of regulationmayneed to be tuned up as discussed
later in the chapter
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While reducing the problems due to monopolies, this
approach still implies a need for regulation.

Table1.2 Summaryof Main Concession
Contracts
Water & Sanitation
(Aguas Argenninas for
the Greater Buenos Aires
Area)

Electricity Distribution
in GreaterBuenosAircs

Bidding Procedure
*
technicalpre-qualificationby OSN
andthe PrivatizationCommission;basedon
economiccapachy(billing no lessthan $600
mnillion/yearandnet assetsno lower than SI
billion)andtechnical capacity(toatendin
urban centeriof morethan 500,000 nd
total populationof 2,500,000);

*
*

Term
30 years
could be extendedby I y

*
at the endrofte concession,anewbid
couIdbeorganized

ContractRequirement
obligation to providethe public
serviceof waterand s nitation in a
waytht ensures
thecontinuity.
regularity, quality and generalityto
usr andtheprotcti onofthe
environment;
*
mustextend,maintainand
0

RateRegulation
costplus;
*
inal tiff level
at in the prvatization
procem nd appliedto a
specifictariffstndcure
*
trigger rule for
changesbasedon an
0

Quality Requirements
waterquality
leves are pelled out,
icreingy dem
overtine
*
servicquality
target (minimum
Icvels)but no quality
0

Investment
*
include
improvementand
expion pls u pai
ofthe contract
*
invetmentahave
to be biddenout;
*
timing

a
then,two envelopes:envelopeone
includesdetailedtechnicaloffes (legal
aspectsof the bidders,missionstatement,
aspects afthe biddem,miuiondaten-C
operationalplans,regulationfor users,...);
envelopetwo includesthe financia and
economicoffers (includingthe coefficient of
adjustmentto the current tariffto be
expressedin value--thisis the coefficicnt by
whichthe currenttariff will be multiplied to
obtainthe newtariff, financial commitment
and aptitudeand all the information
explaininghowthe bidderwould achievethe
adjustmentcoefficient);
*
the winner of the bid is the onewith
lowestadjustmentcoefficienL

renewasneededthe externalnetwork agreedcoststructure.
and connectthem to all inhabited
buildings in the concessionzone.
*
reviisons
every 5
to increase
*
will haveto complywith
incentiveto efficiency
specific minimum coveragein time
slices,endingwith 100%by the end
of the conitract

normswith respectto
requirementfor the
servicecutsor water
investmentprogram,but
pressurelevels
subjectto renegotiation
*
quality levelsfor
treatedsewageand for
sewerageinfrastructure
*
fines for non-

*
maintain andrehabilitate
accordingto needsand minimum
criteria spelledout in contracts
0
meetdemandof both of and
newusers
0
meetincreasinglydemanding
quality standards

complvane
r
ith
revenuereturnd to
users

*
beforcbid, createa companywith a
minimum capitalof S 20 m., get guarantee
forS150, niillioii and various insurance;
*
two envelopcs:envelopeI specifies
*
concessionfor 95 yearsfor exclusivity
die technficalrequirementsanud
detemiincs in a specificzonealler whici newbidding
the prequalifiedbidders;it containsthe share will haveto be made;proceedsof bid go to
of actionsto be subscribedby eachcothe incumbentwhois alsoallowed to bid;
bidders,showsa singleunified local
*
the term canbe extendedfor a pefiod
residence,proof of legal existence;S10
up to ten yearsto be determinedby the
million guarantee
for offer, proposed
action
pillion guaranteefor offer,proposedaclion regulatoryentity (ENRE) whocan also
plan for contractualobligations Envelop2 modify or suppressthe zonal exclusivity;
has the economicoffer with amountin cash
and public bonds;biddershad to,have assets 0
the term of the concessionis divided
of at least $300 million and provennet
into management
periodsof 10 years
wealthof no lessthan $200 million which
(exceptfor the first,. lastingfor I 5 years);
did not declineby morethan 5 to 10% over *
at the end of eachmanagementperiod,
the previousyear.
ENRE organizesan internationalbidding to
*
all bidsmustidentify at leastone but sell n ajority bundlesofstock and will set
notw oretha
exerince
opratrs
the tariffregime tobe applied for the
belongingto the consortiumcreatedwith
following five years;the conditionsof0these
specificrequirementsof experiencefor the biddingshaveto be similar to the original
Gperator.
bidding conditions;the ownierof the
majority package;if the priceofferedby the
*
the economicofferhasto be valid for incunmbent
is the highest,he keepsthe
at
s leat
fromthe oening
t
fgodays
othequality
at evle180 days asfrom he openingof the propety; if he is outbidden,the highest
envelopeand at least S30million would
bidderhasto pay the bid priceto the
haveto be paid in cashafter 3 days of the
incumbentand becomesthe newmajority
winner selection;90 days for public bonds. owner,an independent
inspectornominated

0

*
the winner would haveto paythe
consultingfeesfor the lawyers(USS1.5
million eachfor the transmissionand the
distributiondeals)and the finacial
consultants(paid only if thereis a deal and
equal 1%ofthe value ofthe deal).

by ENRE will ensureI yearbeforethe end
of the management
period and for the first
year of the new
e
properfiusctioningof the company
(including disclosureof information).

~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~years

do secondarytreatmentof all
sewage
___

___

*
obligationol public serviceof
distributionin the concession
zone;
*
commit to specificquality
levels
,
respectthe rightsof usersas
specifiedin the "reglamentode
suministi-o,.

*
mininium quality
standardscovering:
(i) product(tension);
(ii) technicalservice
(duration andfrequency
of outages);and
(iii) commercialservice
U. S. price index (RPI); (complaintsby clients,

*
satisfyth total demandfor
service,including demandfor new
services;
0
poieeeg
o ulc

*
the index usedin time to get connection,
67% PPI and 33% CPI; bill estimates);
*
initially X was set a
for measurement,
1 ;toseswr
eie

lighting;
poiecctctyatoascfctrff
3X380p220Ve 13t 2iV, 33kV,
3~o20,1,k,3V
132kVd22kh oR
agreedwith ENRE;
0
madethe invcstmentand
niaintenancerequiredto achieve
establishedquality requirements;

*

*
allow non-discriminatory
accessto the grid to third partiesas
long as it doesnot impedeits own
capacityto deliver,

*
RPI - X f- Y;
*
maximum price
with total pass-through
of the costsof energyin
the wholesalemarket
(Y) and indexationto

the RPI is applied with different goals;
(i) durirngthe first 36
*rtose
tRi
months,measurement
of
tutr;medium
tension; and(ii)
*
tariffs areset in
as of 37th month
USS
measurement
of every
user;,
*

failures to meet
standardsare
penalizedthrough a
dpetailed
fin systeru the
proceed to te
e
victim of the gaps
v

ensurethat their activitiesdo
not damageecosystems;
*
promote rationaluseof energy.

of the gaps

*
no conitrolof
investmentby the public
sectoralthough
investmentsover USS2
million needENRE's
approvaland a public
hering
hearing.onunrcialservce
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What Contract-Based Regulation Entails
1.12 The concession contract is the main
instrument used by the national Government to
regulate utilities--although its exact nature varies
across sectors as seen in Box 1.2. Concession
contracts and possibly management in some of the
poorest regions, are likely to be the main
instrument for the provinces as well. As a rule as
mentioned before, they should be drawn up as
tightly as possible to reduce the need for
discretionary adjustments.
Box1.2 Comparing
Concession
Contractsin W&S
and in Electricity,
Thetermconcessionis usedforboththeW&Sandfor
the electricitydistributioncontracts. Yet thesecontracts
arequitedifferent.No sharesweresoldin the W&Scase.
Allassetsremainpublicandthe Government
has giventhe
rightto a privatefirmto operatetheseassetsin exchange
for certainobligationsin termsof investmentwhichis one
ofthe mainreasonwhyprovincialwaterutilitiesare trying
to attracttheprivatesector. In electricity,the Government
did sell shares, and hence part of its assets,but has
attachedto it publicserviceobligations--expressed
in terms
of service coverageand quality-- instead of specific
investmentrequirements.
1.13 However, these contracts, as any other
type of contract, cannot anticipate all exceptions
or qualifications and that corrections are
sometimes needed later. Argentina's National
electricity regulator (ENRE) was recently
confronted with the need to revise a distribution
contract. The formulas for the calculation of
tariffs prevailing initially resulted in a significant
reduction in the profits of distributors in May
1994 (although the mistake led to significant
profits over the previous 18 months without much
complaints about this problem then).
The
distributors complained about their profit losses
and ENRE conceded that there was a need to
revise the contract but that this required some
research. The Energy Secretariat (ES) took
charge of the debate and de facto revised the

contract by redefining one of the variables (the
capacity price) in such a way that the distributors
would no longer be penalized (or favored). This
left formula in a range consistent with the "pass
through ranges" and avoided the original concern.
1.14 Should contract revisions be allowed?
This (as well as the national experience with
transport contracts) shows that even if, as a rule,
contracts should be prepared as documents that
are not intended to be modified and include
adjustment mechanisms to avoid the costs,
uncertainty of ex-post negotiation, under very
specific and very limited circumstances, a limited
degree of contract flexibility may be good public
policy. But to ensure that the contract is a
credible regulatory instrument, the contract
modifications should be based on some fair and

workable renegotiation rules based on clearly
spelled out policy criteria (as discussed below)
and agreed upon by all involved parties. They
should always respect the original contractual
rights of the investors; ad-hoc solutions are not
.
.c
always i the best iterest of all the parties
involved. This is one of the main rationale for an
independent regulator who can have some
discretion in the implementation of the rules as an
honest broker.
1.15 When should contract revisions be
allowed? The challenge is to find a transparent
mechanism for modifying specific terms of a
contract that do not result in private investors or
consumers lacking confidence in the contractual
instrument (i.e., adjusting the price terms of a
contract in line with the terms of that contract).
This mechanism was missing in the otherwise very
impressive national reforms. It is also a key
ingredient missing from the provincial debate.
1.16 The contractual rigidities built into the
concession agreements are necessary to close
deals and to create binding commitments among
the participants. However, they make it difficult
to adapt when there is a need to resolve emerging
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problems because many of the actors find
adaptation threatening to the privatization
commitments that protect their interests and the
whole fabric of reform. Moreover, clearly each
franchisee is likely to attempt to interpret most of
the contractual ambiguities to its own advantage.
This is why there is a need to continuously
monitor the concession agreements and to assess
any need to adjust them.
1.17 The assessment of any modification
requirements, however, needs to be based on a
good sense of what went wrong and on a clear set
of public policy criteria:
How realistic
.
are the government requests
once more is known about the state of assets?
Were there trade-offs not well identified at the
initial stage by either the Government or the
private bidders who could have asked then for
a revision of the specification of the needs, as
observed in the privatization of the Santa Fe
water company.
*

importance of services to the poor increases)
Possible criteria include:
* Is the protection of the interests of investors at
the baseline levels established in the original
privatization terms guaranteed'? Should it be?
. (flexibility,
How would the overall operation
~~~~~~variety,
responsiveness of operators, quality of
omaintenanceand of investment strategies) be
affected by the changes?

If minimum demand levels were spelled out in
the

contracts,

were

they

over-

or

underestimated? This is common. It may
have been a problem in any of the water
concessions in Argentina as elsewhere in the
world. But was this due to a mistake in the
organization of the concession or was it due to
a mistake by the private operator such as
insufficient market analysis?
*

The
1.18 Which public policy criteria?
public policy criteria to test if a revision is needed
have to be spelled out as soon as possible to make
the rules of the game clear to all parties involved.
They should ensure a transparent basis for
contractual dispute resolution and related policy
decisions, as well as to avoid excessively
subjective decisions on the need for or nature of
contractual changes. These criteria ease the
judgment as to whether the maintenance of
existing provisions is suboptimal to all parties in
view of a fundamental change in external
circumstances (e.g., a permanent demand shift) or
a change in policy priority (e.g, the relative

Did the state of the assets deteriorate between
the time the bids were made and the time they
were actually transferred? If yes, was this due
to the natural phenomena (e.g., the weather)
or to the fact that the public operators stopped
maintaining these assets? If it is due to the
former, the responsibility may be shared by the
Government and the private concessionaire.
In the second case, the concessionaire may
have a fair claim on a request to revise the
contract.

*

Would the composition of the financing of the

activitybe altered? Would it reduce the public
share in this financing?
* Would consumer interests be protected?
What is the nature and source of change in
scale of operations in response to demand?
If the answers warrant a change to the contract, it
should be limited to the specific issue.
Negotiations should not be reopened for the
whole contract.
Does the Provincial Choice of Regulatory
Regimes Matter to a Potential Investor?
1.19 The two main regulatory options
provincial reformers should be picking from are:
(i) rate of return (ROR) regulation (as used for
over 20 years the U.S. utilities) and (ii) some form
of price cap regulation (recently introduced in the
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UK privatizations and in the electricity distribution
in Greater B). Under a ROR regulation, the
regulator set a revenue requirement based on a
firm's accounting costs reflecting operating costs,
taxes, amortization and allowed ROR. Once the
revenue requirement is computed, the regulator
determines the tariff structure design needed to
recover aggregate costs. Under a price cap,
instead of setting a ROR, the regulation sets a
price ceiling above which the concessionaire
cannot raise prices. Under that cap or ceiling the
regulated firm can set prices as it wishes. The
ceiling must be reviewed every two to five years
to account to productivity improvements,
1.20 Price capping has many potential
advantages over ROR regulation. The main
advantage for Argentina's provinces is that it
generates stronger incentives to cut costs and that
these costs cut eventually get passed on to
consumers. One of its problems is its very
demanding informational requirements. This can
be overcome as ENRE's experience is showing
although it is not straightforward as shown by the
British experience. But the main reason why
provincial reformers have to be careful in their
choice is that the specific choice has an impact on
the risks faced by potential private investors. The
two regimes place very different levels of risks on
the regulated utilities and hence affect the rate of
return and the cost of capital in very different
ways.
1.21 A price cap approach implies that the
investors puts up with all the risks on its
investment. ROR can pass on these risk onto the
consumers. So if demand for utility service in any
province is highly dependent on the level and type
of economic activity in the province, ROR
regulation will generally be more effective at
protecting the investor. In other words, high risk
provinces should consider allowing rate of return
regulation when it is not finding any private
investor interested in providing the services under
a price cap regime.

What Decentralized Regulation Entails
1.22 The last provincial challenge addressed
here is the organization of the monitoring of the
consistency of the behavior of the privatized
monopolies with the public aims. This monitoring
is needed because concessionaires will have strong
incentives to behave inefficiently when left
unsupervised. The creation of regulatory bodies
or the use of the strength of law and courts will be
an important element in the success of the
provincial reform of utilities. They are needed to
guarantee the increase in efficiency through
competition in services delivered by natural
monopolies.5 But there is a limit as to how much
this institutional role can and should be
decentralized.
1.23 The main economic argument in favor of
some degree of decentralization stems from the
need to distinguish between technical and
economic regulation. An interconnected electric
network will always need technical regulation
with strong coordination between the different
regulating agents, for example through a central
dispatching unit. Economic regulation does not
have the same goals, so that its organization is not
necessarily identical to the technical one. The
controllers should be located at the nodes where
inefficiencies will more probably occur and these
nodes may differ for the technical and the
economic concems.
1.24 Economic Regulation of Electricity.
The technical dispatching of energy supply to
meet demand is a good opportunity to induce
efficiency through merit order. On the contrary,
at the terminal nodes of the network there is little
need for technical control but it is a place where
distributors can try to exploit their exclusive
position in front of captive consumers.
Consequently, economic regulation is necessary at
5

This has to be supported by a strong commitment to
antitrustbut this is a commitmentthat has to be made
at the national level,not by the provinces.
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the regional level. But this means neither that one
agency is necessary in each province nor that the
provincial regulators are to be independent from
the central agency (e.g., ENRE).
1.25 In view of the similarity of problems in
several provinces, a small number of three or four
inter-provincial agencies should be sufficient. If
the political situation is such that each province
must have its own regulatory body, the entity
should be kept to a minimum. Moreover,
whatever their number these local agencies should
have only specific prerogatives, essentially
auditing and reporting to the national regulation
body. This is because technical dependencies
within an electric network are particularly strong.
1.26 Economic Regulation of W&S.
In
W&S, things are somewhat different since water
cannot be collected anywhere, neither dispatched
in any direction independently of geographic
considerations unlike electricity. Water networks
are not national. But this does not imply that each
local network in each municipality should be
regulated by an independent body, because there
are important economies of scope in the
regulation of pumping, treating and distributing
water at the local level. The informational,
technical and organizational problems are
isomorphic from one municipality or province to
the other. Consequently, the optimal organization
for the regulation of this sector should include a
national entity in charge of the definition of
general principles like pricing rules, quality
standards, uniform statistics (for yardstick
competition) and provincial entities controlling
and overseeing the application of these rules.
1.27 The
institutional
dimension
of
provincial regulation.
If most provinces
deciding to rely on concession contracts for the
delivery of electricity and W&S service end up
deciding to create their own regulatory entities, a
few words of caution are needed. Chapter 4
shows that most provinces would be better off

with a single independent entity for all utilities
with a modest staffing level dependent on the
requirements of specific tasks assigned to the
regulatory authority rather than multiple sector
specific agencies. The main reason is that the
skills needed to be a good regulator are hard to
find. Luckily, the skills needed to be an effective
regulator are very similar in both the water and
electricity sector and hence the same resources
can be shared within a single provincial regulatory
entity. This means lower resource needs (not only
in terms of staff but also in terms of equipment)
and hence a lower burden on the taxpayers or the
beneficiaries of the services. There are other
benefits. For instance, it facilitates learning
between sectors, ensures consistent approaches to
central policy questions and makes the regulator
less vulnerable to industry or political capture.
This lower vulnerability enhances the credibility of
the agency and reduces risks for investors.
1.28 The implementation of this strategy can be
flexible. It is easier to do when agencies have not
yet been established. A multisectoral framework
can be established first and then sectors can be
added to the core entity when appropriate. There
is no need to wait until any contract has been
signed. The creation entity can be instrumental in
assisting in the implementation of the
concessioning process. If one agency has already
been established, it should not be too difficult to
expand the jurisdiction of the existing agency.
This depends of course on how sector specific in
design and composition the initial agency is.
Finally, if several agencies have already been
created, the best option is to develop a strategy
for merging the agencies after an initial period.
This strategy tends to be the most difficult and
will often be resisted by both the existing
regulators (concerned about losing their autonomy
and possibly their job) and investors (often
preferring the counterpart they know).
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Chapter 2:

REFORMING ELECTRICITY DISTRIBUTION IN THE PROVINCES

2.1
The main purpose of the reform of
Argentina's electricity sector was to reach
efficient pricing and production levels in the shortterm, and an investment level sufficient to meet
demand in the long run. This entailed a major
restructuring of the sector which started with the
legal initiative expressing intentions in 1989, was
followed by the first implementation steps in 1992
and is still going on.
2.2
The legal basis of the restructuring process
is spelled out in the 1989 laws deciding the global
reform of the state. For the electricity sector, the
process began when the federal government
franchised the distribution and commercialization
activities of SEGBA,6 the vertically integrated
utility supplying electricity to 15 million people in
the Greater Buenos Aires area. The main next
step was in 1992, with the privatization of the
electric generation and transmission activities that
SEGBA was still carrying.7 With these two
changes, the original public firm had been
vertically disintegrated into seven business units:
four generation firms, and three distribution firms.
These units were either sold or concessioned to
the private sector through international bids. The
reform in two other state-owned entities, Agua y
Energia Elctrica (AyE) and Hidronor, had some
implications for a few provinces as some of the
assets were privatized while the plants located in
areas under provincial responsibility were
transferred to the provinces concerned.
2.3
The remaining step in the restructuring of
the sector is the reform of the provincial
distribution companies which is the main interest
6

ServiciosElectricos del Gran BuenosAires.
Law No. 24.065 (December 1991) and Decree
No. 1.398/92 (January 1992) establishing the
"ElectricityRegulatoryFramework". In January 1991,
SEGBA had a generation capacity of 2500 MW
supplying 10.33TWh. to 4.5m connectedcustomers.

of this report. To be able to identify the options
for reform in the provinces, however, an
assessment of the achievements of the National
program so far is needed. This is why this chapter
starts with a general overview of the sector as it
stands after the main national reforms. Next it
discusses the main institutions that could influence
the regulatory environment of privatized
provincial distribution companies. It makes it
clear that the provincial regulatory authorities are
not going to be the only institution that will have a
strong impact on the return to investment in the
provinces. This is also clear in the discussion of
the main regulatory instrument--the contract--and
of the mechanisms of competition. The chapter
concludes with a discussion of pricing in
generation, transmission and distribution as the
rate of return of the private investors in provincial
companies will be influenced by the full pricing
chain. The chapter concludes with a discussion of
the importance of an explicit linkage between
tariff design and investment needs in distribution
services. 8
Overview of the Sector's Organization
2.4
An effective way of visualizing the extent
of reform in the sector is to follow the financial
flows. Depending on whether a specific activity
between generators, transmitters, distributors and
users is done in a competitive market or not, the
related transactions are regulated in different
ways, as Figure 2.1 illustrates. It shows that
contracts between distributors--and large users-and generators are not regulated and that the spot
prices and seasonal prices are also set by the
market. Final users tariffs are, however, regulated

which should matter to investors in provincial
8

Most of the background on the description of the
sector presented in this chapter is from Bastos, C.M.
and A.A. Abdala (1993), Transformaci6ndel sector
electricoargentino,EditorialAntartica,Chile.
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utilities. So is transmission price and this is
important to these investors since depending on
the effectiveness of this regulation, transmission
expansion will be responsive to the distributors'
needs or will not. The chapter shows how and
why these activities work the way they do and
why it matters to the provinces.
2.5
The discussion starts with a brief overview
of the characteristics of each one of the main
activities, then moves on to discuss the main
"regulators" of the sector (in a broad sense).
Next, the chapter explains how contracts have
become a key regulatory instrument for these
federal regulators and how competition works in
that regulated environment. Because pricing is
such a key component of the effectiveness of the
reform and of the regulatory function, it is
discussed next in some detail. This discussion
spells out all the payments for service obligations
as these are likely to be accepted and internalized
by provincial governments in their own reforms.
The discussion also addresses the linkages
between tariff design and incentives to invest as
this is, or at least should be, a major concern of
most provincial governments. It highlights the
potential consequences for the provinces of failing
to address the linkages between tariff design and
transmission expansion.

2.7
The market matches electricity demand
and supply with an hourly price.10 The market
also allows trade-in contracts, in which suppliers
and buyers can freely agree on long-term
contracts in quantities and prices as well as more
qualitative aspects such as voltage, point of
reception, timing, back-up, etc. But these do not
imply any reranking in the order of dispatch as
discussed below."
2.8
The co-existence of three different types of
players on the demand side is important to
recognize as it matters to the value of the assets of
a distribution company and for the design of their
tariff policy as discussed later. These players
include distributors and (potential) foreign buyers
but also large users. Defined as those whose peak
demand is equal or higher than 0. IMW, large
users have the advantage over other consumers:
they are allowed to sign direct contracts with
generators without having to commercially go
through provincial distributors and hence
increasing the incentive to minimize costs for the
operation of distributions services. They are able
to access the MEM directly for at least 50% of
their total demand.

2.6
Generation. The core of the reform in
generation was the creation of a wholesale spot
market, MEM. The provincial companies are
major actors in this market as it is open to any
generator--whatever its technology--and the main
users (distribution companies but also deregulated
large users). These can directly buy from any
provider they chose to on that market9 (see
Box 2. 1).

9

MercadoElectricoMayorista.

'° Real time tariff sets the price of the service at any
time, reacts continuouslyto changes in demand and
equalizesdemandwith capacityat all times.
Besidesthe MEM, there are two other small wholesale
electricity markets which are not connected to the
main transmission system (Misiones and South
Patagonia). Pricesin these marketswill be determined
locallyuntil they are connectedwith the MEM.
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Figure 2.1 FinancialFlows
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X

Wholesale spot
market

Transmission Co|
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Gi: Generators
Di: Distributors
Ui: Users
Contracts. Unregulated prices
Spot price. Marginal cost of last dispatched generator
Seasonal price. Forecasted average of spot prices
Final users tariff Regulated tariff with pass-through of seasonal prices
Transmission tariff Regulated tariff
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Box 2.1 Who are the Main Generators?

The creationof the MEM resulted in an increasein the
number of generator from 10 before pnvatization to over 30
individualcompanies. The five largest individualgeneratorsare
CNEA Central Nuicleo E1kctnca Argentina, the state-owned
nuclear generatorand the privatized Central Puerto (thermal),

Central Costanera (thermal), ESEBA (thennal) and CTM Salto
Grnde (a binational hydro generator). With the privatized
Hidronor andAguay Energia Eletnca

(almost fully privatized),

Government made the most of the possibilities of
benefitting from market-based regulation by
organizing an auction for the right to deliver the
transmission services but also by building in
periodic threats to replace the concessionaire with
a challenger. This serves to oblige the incumbent
to behave efficiently once the contract has been
awarded and guarantees the minimization of
transmission cost to distributors and generators.

they supplyabout 75% of the electricityneeds.
In 1993, about 46% of the productionwas thennal,
37% hydro, 15% nuclear and 2% imported. Salto Grandeand
Comahueare the main hydro sources. Most thermal generators
are locatedin the Bs.As.province,the maincenter of demand.

2.9
On the supply side, any firm wishing to
produce electricity can enter the market if it
respects technical and safety standards for its
network connections. The main actors are
independent power
producers,
national
government generators, binational utilities and
f>oreignproducers.
2.10 Firms already operating a distribution
network are not allowed to own generation to
prevent new vertical integrations. To protect
distributors and generators, however, carriers are
not allowed to buy or sell power even if electricity
is physically received by them. This exclusion is
needed because transmission is a natural
monopoly and monopsony and carriers would end
up enjoying excessive market power.
2.11 Transmission. The transmission activity,
in contrast with generation, is considered a natural
monopoly and costs are minimized when there is
only one firm delivering the service in a given
area. This is why the government of Argentina is,
correctly, carefully monitoring the decision of the
transmission companies to prevent them from
inefficient behavior (see Box 2.2 on the sector's
organization).
2.12 Although competitionin the operation of a
given network would be inefficient, the National

2.13 The exclusive concession for transmission
iS for 95 years. This total duration is, however,
divided into a sequence of management periods.

The firstis for 15 years and is followedby I 0-year
management periods. Six months before the end
of each management period, the sale of the
concessionaires' controlling block is organized by
ENRE (jointly with the tariff regime to be applied
over the following five years). The concessionaire
is also one of the participants in the bids. If its
offer is lower than any other, the concession is
lost and the government reimburses the departing
concessionaire the value of the sale (net of debt).
2.14 Distribution.
There are 22 main
distribution companies across Argentina moving
electricity from the transmission lines to the local
customers. The three largest are Edenor, Edesur
and Eseba in the Bs.As. province and they buy
almost 60% of Argentina's consumption. In some
provinces (e.g., C6rdoba, Chubut, La Pampa and
Neuquen and in the interior of the province of
Bs.As.), cooperatives can be major actors in the
sector, but these are not addressed here.
2.15 From a regulatory perspective, there is no
major difference between high voltage national
transmission and low voltage local distribution.
Both are natural monopolies. Given the federal
jurisdiction of the RMBA (metropolitan region of
Bs.As.), Edenor, Edesur and Edelap are regulated
by the National Government. All the other
distribution companies are or will have to be
regulated by the provincial governments. Since
the national experience with distribution services
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is clearly the model being followed by the
provinces, a brief overview of the rights and
obligation may be helpful.
Box 2.2 Who Transmits Where in Argentina?
At the national level, Transener is the main player and
owns and operates all of the 500kV and some of the 220kV
transmission lines. It is a private firm with a 65% control by a
consortium of seven almost equal owners (the government kept
25% of the shares to be sold on the market and the employees
received 10% of the shares). The winning consortiumnproposed a
US$ 234 millions bid. The losers' bids were respectively

US$l7lm, US$152m and US$60m which shows the large
discrepancy in the valuation of the company despite the open
information concerning the assets.
Transener links the main areas of generation (Neuquen,
Mendoza, Tucuman, El Chaco and Entre Rios), with Buenos
Aires where most of the demand is based. The network being
radial and with few interconnections, a failure in any of the three
main line can disrupt the supply in Bs.As. The construction of a
fourth main line is between Comahue and Bs.As. is under
consideration.
hi the south, Transener is essentially transporting huge
quantities from the production area of Cornahue to the
consumption market through three long-distance lines. In the
north, it interconnects regions that were formerly supplied by
their own generation plants. Transener is also responsible for the
quality of service provided by independent carriers and has to
supervise the building and operation of their installations. It is

potential investors as one of the main risks. This
is why a commitment to a strict enforcement of
property rights is key to the success of the
attempts to privatize (see Box 2.3). Because of
the vertical disintegration, distributors also have
to buy electricity on the spot market or sign
contracts with generators. This is the competitive
side of their activity. The remaining govenment
role is to regulate these monopolies.
2.17 The main legal obligations of the former
feraditbuoncm
nesw
thrpvtze
federal distribution companies whether privatized
or not are:
*
obligation to meet all the present demand and
*

any increase of demand;
complete freedom to determine its investment
program as long as it satisfies predetermined
levels of quality for technical product, for
technical service and for commercial service;

*

obligation to grant open access to the network
to any generator and customer; and

*

have a legal residence in its concession area.

compensated for this supervision.
There are also five regional transmission companies:
Transnoa, Transpa, Transnea, Transcuyo and Transcomahue.
All except for the last one have been privatized. All these
transmission companies are organized into the Argentine System
of Interconnection (SADI) which covers about 90% of the

Provincial distributors can have other obligations.
The obligation to meet ALL demand might not be

country.

2.18

2.16 For companies under federal jurisdiction,
each firm receives an exclusive concession to
distribute electricity in a specific geographical
zone but is unauthorized to manage any other
activity.'2 This a perfect illustration of what a
waa
lo do.
entisfaof p.ert
clactivity.
propertyiustraio
rights should
clear assignment
The lack of commitment of some provincial
governments to such a clear respect of private
rights, not without occasional attempts to violate
those rights--for instance by failing to pay bills due
those rubigh etsorinstrce by farceiingetodpbil dy

in Greater Buenos Aires is for 95 years. This total
duration is however divided into a sequence of
management periods. The first is for 15 years and
is followed by six 10-year periods. Six months
before the end of each management period, the
sale of the
. concessionaire's share is organized by
ENRE (jointly with the tariff regime to be applied
over the following five years). The concessionaire
is also one of the participants in the bids. If its
offer is lower than any other, the concession is
lost and the government reimburses the departing
concessionaire the value of the sale (net of debt).

'2 In C6rdoba or Mendoza, for instance, generation and
distributionare held by the same company.

realistic in sparsely populated provinces without
subsidies.
The exclusive concession for distributors
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The "Regulators"

Box 2.3 Whatdid the Concessionairesdo with
their PropertyRights in Distribution?

2.19
Regulatory objectives. The objectives of
Argentina's national regulation are to:

The distribution part of SEGBA, one of the
companies under national jurisdiction, was divided into
three companies, Edenor, Edesur and Edelap. They
represent 47% of Argentina's market. Their problems
were typicalof those of distributioncompaniesin the 53%
managed by the provinces: poor plant equipment
condition, low productivityand high levels of theft. Over
the last two years, for instance, customer "losses" in
Edenor and Edesur amounted respectivelyto 30% and
25%. Yet they are only allowedto pass through about 11%
of the costs representedby the lossesto consumers.
To cut these losses,Edesur reducedtechnicaland
other losses (e.g., theft), and employmentand overtime.
Employmentwas cut from 7,417 in January 1992to 4,677
in October 1994. The cut in Edenor was from 6,368 to
3,759. Overtimeallowedwas reducedfrom about 40 hours
per employeeper monthto about 3 to 5 hours.
The reduction of theft was a more complex
activitybecause it involved shanty towns and low income
areas wherecutting poweroff was not viewedas acceptable
by the local authorities. The solution was to negotiate a
deal with the Regional MetropolitanArea. Edenor and
Edesur agreed to place a medium-tension distribution
network in those areas and connect only ten or so
consumerswith low-voltagelines and related transformer.
The voltage in these mediumtension lines is too high for
illegal connector. Any illegal use of the low voltage line
will be easy to identify as the transformers installed will
not be able to processmore than ten users. This places the
burden on the entire commuunityto solve the "illegal"

*

benefit from the strength of competition in
promoting static and dynamic efficiencies
while protecting consumers from undue
appropriation of gains by firms;
organize cooperation between firms when
there are externalities beneficial for social
welfare without encouraging collusion; and

*

redistribute risks and gains according to
political and social guidelines without
excessive distortions in the economic
indicators of scarcity.

These are likely to be the main concerns of
provincial regulators as well in this sector but they
will have to work with various other partners in
the implementation of these goals.
2.20
The actors.
involved include:

The main public actors

*

The National Energy Secretariat (ES)

*
*

The National Regulatory Entity (ENRE)
CAMMESA
* The Provincial Regulatory Authorities

2.21
The Energy Secretariat. The ES is under
the jurisdiction of the Ministry of Economy and
has overall responsibility for the industry as
defined in the framework set by Congress and the
regulatory decree set by the government. Its main
role is to set sectoral policies. It defines the main
operating and developing rules, grants and
controls national concessions and has the final say
in sector disputes.

problem.
polm

The bills are paid to the concessionaireby the
municipalitywho takes on the responsibilityof collecting
from the users. The outcomehas been obvious. Payment
levels in low income areas have reached 90% for Edesur
while Edenorhas half of the low incomepopulationpaying
its bills.
2.22
ENRE. ENRE is the autonomous national
regulatory agency. The government designates
the 5 members of the board with the agreement of
the Congress but two are proposed by the Federal
Energy Council. Its financial resources originates
from the agents that participate in the wholesale
market; they pay in proportion to the volume of
their interventions (see Table 2.1 for more
details).
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Table2.1 Structure, Financingand Functionsof ENRE, the National Entity for the Regulationof Electricity
Structure

* Board

of five directors appointed by the government
* staffing for the president and vice president based on a public advertisement (requirements
included being an engineer or an economist and specific experience; the final selection was based
on interviews conducted by a private consulting firm--Price Waterhouse-- who short-listed of three
from which the Energy Secretary selected the President and the Vice President); one of the directors,
was solicited based on public job listing (with conditions including economist, engineer or lawyer
qualifications, following the same procedures by the private consultant) and the last two were based
on the short list proposed by the Federal Energy Council (which is an organism of the provinces).

Financing

* makes

Functions and
Obligations of the entity
as spelled out legally

*

and publishes its own budget annually, to give a chance to all agents to object to it.
* budget has to be approved by parliament (as part of the national budget)
* has a staff of 75 of which 20 deal with complaints by users
* the budget resources are from:
(i) inspection and control fee: producers, transporters and distributors pay anticipatively
an annual fee set differently for each agent. Each agent pays in proportion to his/her own
share in the value of gross production of the wholesale market
(ii) subsidies, inheritances, donations of any type
(iii) any other legally mandated source of revenue
(iv) fines
(v) interest on own resources investments
enforce the regulatory framework, contracts and public service obligations
issue rules and regulations on matters of safety, technical procedures and norms, measurement,
billing, control and use of meters, interruption and reconnection of service, access and service
quality
* prevent anticompetitive, monopolistic, discriminatory behavior at each stage of the process
* define the basis for the calculation of tariffs set in contracts
* control tariff enforced
* publish the general principles to be respected by distributors and transporters to ensure free access
to their services
* determine the basis and criteria for the assignment of concessions
* organize and implement the bidding, adjudication and signature of contracts
* organize public hearings
* monitor the respect of property rights, environments and public safety
* take to court the relevant issues
* regulate the proceedings to impose sanctions
* impose sanctions
* publish information for and advise generators
* issue an annual report and recommend actions to the executive power when needed
* do whatever is necessary to ensure respect of the law
* collect information from transmission enterprises
*

2.23 ENRE ensures the compliance with the
Electricity Act. It supervises and regulates the
sector, ensuring that ES's
strategy is
implemented."3 But more importantly from the
provinces perspective, at the transmission and
distribution levels, ENRE establishes the basis for

13 Ente Nacional Regulador de la Electricidad.

the tariff calculations, which affect investment
plans. It interprets the rules defined by the ES and
enforces compliance through penalties, suspension
of operations, terminations of concessions and
other measures.
It limits the opportunistic
behavior of the network operator that could take
advantage of its double monopoly position
(upstream and downstream) to extract too much
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profits. It checks that its pricing policy conveys
accurate scarcity signals from generators to final
users without distortion. It is also responsible for
defining the criteria and conditions for awarding
new concessions--jointly with ES-- and for issuing
all regulations regarding safety, standards and
procedures for technical areas such as metering
and service quality.
2.24 ENRE also has settlement responsibilities.
It has jurisdiction over all disputes relating to
supply, distribution and transmission. ENRE
settles conflicts between CAMMESA and an
agent. It has the power to apply penalties for noncompliance and initiate and pursue legal action to
ensure compliance.
2.25 CAMMESA.
The main purpose of
CAMMESA is to coordinate supply and demand.14
CAMMESA is Argentina's solution to the only
potential issue in its market-based regulation of
generation. This issue stems from the difficulty of
instantaneously adjusting supply and demand in an
interconnected network. The adjustment requires
a dispatching activity since demand is not perfectly
known until the very last moment.15
2.26

CAMMESA is a joint-stock company--

operations through the transmission network.i6 It
also performs settlements for all participants in the
MEM (i.e., collects transmission revenues from
the users and distribute them to the carriers).
2.27 Its dispatch decisions aim at minimizing the
generation and transmission costs while satisfying
demand. This role as network controller is
complicated by the geographical dispersion of
generation sources and consumption destinations
and by the high variability of the timing of plants'
availability and users needs. This means that
CAMMESA is a large consumer of technical and
economic information. Because of its presence,
the individual firms that sell and buy on the M:EM
have to take account of the various externalities
they create.
2.28 The Provincial Regulators.
The
provinces are already present in the regulatory
framework through the Federal Council of Electric
Energy (CFE). This council is made up of
representatives of each province.
It has an
advisory capacity (to the ES) and ensures
consistency and coordination in regional policies
for the sector. In the near future, CFE is likely to
be much more actively involved as more and more
provinces manage to concession their distribution

nonprofit oriented--owned in equal proportions by

companies.

the ES and associations of generators, distributors,
transmission carriers and large users. Widely
speaking, it implements the operating rules issued
by ES. CAMMESA's main task is to control the
exchanges in the bulk power market and the

already been created in eleven provinces. The
privatization process may also require some form
of redefinition of the role of the Federal Board.
This took place recently with the formalization of
the coordination of provincial sectoral regulations

A provincial regulatory entity has

at the national level, signed on April 24, 1996 by
these provinces.
Many provinces are still
4

Compailia Administradora del Mercado Mayorista
Electrico SociedadAn6nima.

s

Another reason is that the evaluation of water in
hydroelectricplants cannot be performed by market
rules because of the alternative uses and the
environmentalimpact of this resource. Note also that
all the state-owned generation plants were not
privatized: nuclear and binationalplants that count for
almost 40% of generationand 15%of capacityare still
a property of the state.

considering a local regulatory or supervisory role.
But they will, with ENRE, undertake many of their
responsibilities jointly: studies, exchanges of
experiences, training of their staff. organize
technical assistance, disseminate information to
users, coordinate specific regulatory activities.
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Sistema Argentino de Interconexi6n(SADI).
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This should lead to the creation of a "super
regulatory agency for the sector".
2.29 An implicit key player. Large users are,
indirectly, important actors. Because they can
commercially bypass the distributors in buying
their electricity, they minimize the leverage
provincial regulators can or will have on them.
They end up being mostly overseen by the ENRE
who monitors their contracts on the wholesale
market. 1 7 The relative importance of this factor in
the distribution of responsibilities has been
increasing since the beginning of the reform
process, as the definition of large users has tended
to become increasingly encompassing through the
reduction in the definition of peak demand level
needed to qualify as a large user. The customers
authorized to intervene were first defined as those
with demand of 5MW or more; and after
successive decreases the threshold was fixed at
100 kW on February 1995.
2.30 There are in fact two types of large users.
A GUMA'8 is a user who has a demand of at least
of IMW and consumes more than 4380 MWh in
the year. Its contract with MEM generators must
have a minimum duration of one year. To be a
GUME, the user needs to have a minimum
demand of 0.1MW and to sign contracts for at
least two years. To be allowed to participate in
the MEM, large users have to contract at least for
50% of their expected demand. If not, they have
to buy directly from their local distributor.
Contracts as the Main Regulatory Tool
2.31 The main role of concession contracts in
Argentina's electric sector is in transmission and
distribution (for now only the distribution
companies formerly under national control and the

few provincial companies mentioned in Table 1.1a
and 1.Ib). Since generation has become a truly
competitive activity in a service considered of
general interest but organized as a risk- oriented
activity, public assets were sold rather than
concessioned and the market rather than
concession contracts takes care of the regulatory
needs. The only obligation for the buyers is to
accept the technical and commercial rules
governing the functioning of the market if they
want to join the Argentina Interconnection System
to sell their output.
2.32 The contracts in all these cases have a very
similar design and also provide a good model for
all the provinces which have not yet organized
their reforms. The concessions are for 95 years
with exclusivity in a specific zone after which new
bidding will have to be made. The revenue from
these bids will go to the incumbent provider of the
service who is also allowed to bid to continue
delivering the service. The term can be extended
for a period up to ten years, as determined by the
regulatory entity who can also modify or suppress
the zonal exclusivity. A peculiarity of the
Argentina model is that the term of the concession
is divided into management periods of 10 years
(except for the first lasting for 15 years). At the
end of each period the industry regulator organizes
an international public bidding procedure for the
sale of the majority block of shares on the
operating firm and determines the tariff rules for
the forthcoming years. The owner of the majority
block at the date of each public sale can participate
under specific conditions (sealed bid) and keep the
operating rights for free if it proposes the highest
bid. If a challenger is the winner, it gets the
concession and pays the price reimbursing the
former owner for investments already made.
2.33

Moreover, it affects the value of a concessionfor a

In some provinces where the public sector

has not been an effective managerbut where the

privateinvestoras largeuserscan excludethemselves private sector is not willing to take on a
fromtheconcessionmarketanddealwithgenerators.
concession contract because of concerns with the
GUMA: Gran Usuario Mayor. GUME: Gran provincial government's commitment to reform,
Usuario Menor.
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short-term management contracts (two to three
years) may be an effective way of quickly
commercializing the sector. Its main drawback is
that it is unlikely to generate much private
financing but it should at least reduce operational
costs in the service. If, for whatever reason, the
provincial government prefers not have any private
sector involvement, they may wish to consider
imposing performance contract on its managers
and replace those who cannot deliver the goals
spelled out in the contract.

in the provinces where they are still public but also
some of the privatized ones) still have links with
generators. So there is a risk of anti-competitive
behavior and there is not much the provinces
would be able to do about it without the help of
some national regulation. This risk is the main
reason why the federal regulator allows consumers
to buy directly on the bulk market, although it
limits access to the wholesale market to large
customers. It is a good compromise and easy to
adjust as the definition of a large user can and has
been adjusted over time.

How Competition Works
2.34 Some form of competition has been
introduced into the three "functional" stages. For
distribution services--as well as transmission--, the
allocation of concessions through auctions allows
ex ante competition. But these activities are
natural monopolies and conditions for ex post
competition are not easily satisfied, as discussed
below. In contrast, generation allows a true
market competition. The reform created 25
business units sold separately to private operators.
They can sell electricity capacity on the spot
market or by means of contracts. When large
customers contract directly with generators they
bypass commercially but not physically their local
distributors. So, this organization supposes the
definition of strict rules for the access to the
distributors' infrastructure and for the fees paid to
the distributor for this service which need to be
recognized by the provincial contracts. Gaps or
failures in these rules can affect significantly the
value of distribution company in the eyes of a
potential private operator.
2.35 By removing the ability of the transmission
companies to function as buyers, the risks of its
potential to exert monopsony powers are
eliminated, but this also creates its own problems:
it restricts the list of buyers to distributors mainly.
This has two drawbacks: first there are relatively
few of them, and second, for historical reasons and
despite vertical disintegration, most (in particular

2.36 This direct bulk market promotes
competition between distributors and large users.
But this does not mean that the physical bypassing
of distributor is necessary. In some cases, it
requires the installation of new lines and prior to
reform, many large users had to build their own
connections to local grids--they also had to pay
discretionary charges to subsidize local (civil)
project. New lines however would be inefficient
from both a private and a public point of view.
This inefficiency is avoided in Argentina by a law
requiring that the distributor transmit electricity to
large users who purchased it on the wholesale
market but allowing this distributor to charge an
access fee for the use of the lines.
Pricing
2.37 The access fee is one of the many ways in
which pricing contributes to the sustainability of
the system and obviously provides an important
financial guarantee to investors in distribution
services. But this is only one of the pricing
aspects that is relevant to the provincial regulators.
The other pricing issues are discussed in some
more details below. These issues are reviewed in a
general context next.
2 38 Generation Pricing. The price pm of the
distribution companies' supplier is unique, set by
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the market and computed at the load center.'9 It is
equal to the system's marginal cost of generation
measured by fuel costs (see Box 2.4 on the
measurement of marginal costs for different types
of generators) This equates demand and supply
and guarantees that the price of the last MWh
bought is equal to the cost of supplying it. It also
signals to users the proper value of their electricity
use and allows distribution companies to make
informed decisions on this component of their
costs.

auto-generator is connected to the grid to export
its excess capacity. The node factor is then less
than one because the producer has to pay for the
transport costs to the load center and will thus be
paid less than the market price. The closer the
load center, the close the node factor is to one. At
importing nodes, electricity is taken from the
network by distributors or large users. Their load
factor is larger than one because they have to pay
more than the market price to cover the
transmission costs.

2 39 Although not a serious problem, this signal
is somewhat biased. There are indeed other
components to short run marginal cost that
deserve some attention in view of the wide
differences in technologies across generators.
While it is likely to be an unusually good first
approximation of the short run marginal costs, any
opportunity for revision should consider the
inclusion of some of the other factors. Some
adjustment was introduced through Resolution
I 05/95 allowing terierators a band of 15% on fuel
costs t(o allow for other costs. Also hydro
generators now declare their own schedule and

Box 2.4 Howare the MarginalCosts Computed?

costs.

2.41 The merit order. CAMMESA dispatches
the energy from generating plants by order of
merit, which means by order of increasing short
run marginal cost of production (the cost of
generating and transporting to the load center an
additional kilowatt). The clearing market price is
generally set by the most expensive generator
needed to meet demand. Any generator with a
cost lower than the clearing price makes a profit.
This profit is the difference between pn (which is a
measure of the short run marginal cost for the
whole system) and the generator's own short run
marginal cost. The existence of this profit pushes
generators to cut their costs as much as possible to
improve their standing on the merit order.

2 40 In practice, a price 'pn" is set at each node
to remutnerate the generator supplying electricity
to node n and is paid by users located at the exit
node. It is determined by pm and a nodal factor.
This nodal factor is a measure of the established
transmission losses between the entry or exit point
and the load center of the MEM. Its calculation is
done in real time with a sophisticated software
managed by CAN'IESA. It varies according to
the season and time of day (peak, off-peak or
other hours). It depends also on whether the
nodal point is exporting (<I) or importing
power (->I) An exporting node is the node at

Theshort run marginalcost is determinedby the
marginalcostof the most expensivethermalpowerplant
running to meet demand in any given hour. It is
for eachgeneratoron the basis
establishedby CAMMESA
of its fuel cost and its thermalefficiency. For hydro
sources(about37% of the total), an opportunitycost of
wateris computedwith a softwareallocatingpricesto the
substitutedfuel. This cost of wateris initiallyused for
dispatchingpurposesonly. It is thennot reflectedin the
calculationof the market price. Since Resolution
SE105/95,watercannowdeterminethe marginalcost.

which a generator is connected to the market or an
2.42
9

Except if there is a transmission limitation on the
transmissionnetwork that does not permit an optimal
dispatch. In this case, one definesa local price for the
sei of nodesbelongingto the restrictedarea.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the mechanics of the

system. When demand is D2 , the price is pm MC 2 and the firm that operates the plant K 1 earns
profits equal to (MC2 - MCI) * K 1 . If the level of
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equipment is optimal, this short run marginal cost
pricing is sufficient to pay all the costs, including
capacity costs.
2.43 The need for a capacity payment. What
happens when the equipment is not adapted?
Short run and long run marginal costs differ and
this methodology would result in losses for the
firms with the less efficient equipment. This is
why generators are also paid for their capacity and
for their availability to the whole system. This
capacity payment can also be viewed as a private
inducement to decrease the probability of failure in
the whole system. For instance, if demand is very
high like D3 in Figure 2.2, the only way to match
this level of demand would be to accept a very
high spot price P3 equal to MC3 . This payment
corresponds to "fixed cost" such as capital and
salaries, in contrast to the variable cost determined
by raw fuel costs. This fixed cost approximate the
cost of maintaining capacity to meet demand. It
signals the need for extra capacity to generators.
2.44

la potencia puesta a disposici6n, PPAD), at
present $10/MW, is fixed by the Secretary of
Energy.2 0 There is also a market for cold reserves
(reserva fria) in which generators bid prices to
cover the need for reserve established by
CAMMESA for each week. This price has a cap
equal to PPAD.
Figure 2.2
Marginal Cost and
Inverse Demand
D3
\
\
-K---.-------------..'.

DED
MC2
MCI

.-.-.---.-...................

This signal is achieved by making a portion

of the capacity payment increase with the risk of

unserved demand. When in any given week, the
Loss of Load Probability (riesgo de falla) exceeds
a given value, generators get payments related to
the cost of unserved energy (Costo de energia no
sumincstrada) and fixed at 1500 $/Mwh. The
economic rationale is that as demand is very
inelastic in the short-term, the system will be
unable to supply the whole demand. If the price
could not be increased beyond MC2 , an excess
demand equal to ED in Figure 1 would remain,
This is why the capacity reward is so important. It
provides an incentive to increase capacity up to
K2 .
2.45

KI

K2

generation

2.46 Seasonal prices. Yet another common
problem the reform was able to address is the
volatility in the retail price for electricity and the
resulting speculative incentives. The spot price is
calculated on an hourly basis. It can vary sharply
at times of peak demand.
These demand
with
the
business cycles
conditions in turn can vary
and weather conditions. It can also vary on the
supply side due to fluctuations in raw energy
prices and availability and the condition of the
marginal generation units.

In practice, Argentina's generators get two

more types of
capacity made

capacity payments.
For the
available (potencia puesta a

disposici6n), they receive a payment for each hour
out of valley. The price paid per MW (precio de
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It is not clear that this reflects efficientpricing. In the

UK, for instance, there is no capacity payment of this

kind. This capacitypaymentintroducesregulated
prices and the outcomeis thus that the ES rather than
the marketdecideson investmentneeds.
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2.47 To reduce this volatility, CAMMESA also
uses prices called "seasonal reference prices".
These prices, revised each three months, are the
ones charged to distributors and that are used
when computing retail sale tariffs. When the
seasonal price is higher than the spot price, the
difference is credited to the distributor; it is
debited in the opposite case. The outcome is that
the retail prices for electricity are less subject to
extreme variations. They reflect the changing
conditions in the bulk market only on a seasonal
basis.
2.48 Contracts to fix prices. However creative
the reformers were, they have not been able to
reduce significantly the high volatility of the spot
market. Prices vary so rapidly that any short-term
provision is very difficult to perform. The solution
to reduce the impacts of this volatility in
Argentina's model has been to allow operators to
commit through bilateral agreements. This creates
a futures market in the MEM where generators,
distributors and large users can conclude contracts
for energy and capacity at specified prices and
quantities.
2.49 But there are many other advantages to
these contracts. For distributors needing to meet
all demand in their concession area, contracts are a
good way to ensure they will not have to pay
heavy penalties for defaulting in their obligation to
serve or at least that they share the risk of
defaulting. Moreover, they can protect new
operators of distribution companies by reducing
the risks of having to deal with unreliable
generators. Indeed, generators who have older or
less reliable equipment do not like these contracts
since they expose them to huge penalties if they
fail to supply the contracted amount to the buyer.
In sum, these purely financial contracts introduce
an element of stabilization in the wholesale market
and introduces an instrument to hedge against
volatile spot prices. Finally, another important
advantage is that contracts bring information to

the MEM operator about the volume it will have
to dispatch, which facilitates the determination of
the equilibrium price on the spot market.
Contracts represent almost one third of the total
demand for energy on the MEM.
2.50 Like contracts between generators and
distributors, contracts between large users and
generators stabilize the exchanges in the short-run
and facilitate the planning of investments in the
long-run. The large number of this kind of
contract shows that the generation market behaves
rather well. It could work even better if contracts
themselves could be exchanged on a market.
2.51 Transmission pricing. The general rule is
the adjustment to price increases with some
correction for improvements in productivity. This
is also known as the RPI minus x rule where x, the
"productivity gains" variable, was initially set at
zero in Argentina. However, the importance of
large users in Argentina's regulatory framework
shows that for any generator and distributor, the
real key to transmission regulation is open access
to the network. Because Transener, the main
carrier, enjoys exclusive rights for the provision of
high voltage transmission (5OOkV)on the existing
network, it has to be regulated. Its regulation is
based on prices and quality standards.
Distributors--and generators--are protected from
abuses through a very well designed and effective
system of penalties for non-compliance with its
established obligations, in addition to the
prohibition to buy and sell electricity mentioned
earlier.
2.52 The objectives of Transener's price
regulation are: (i) transmitting accurate signals of
costs from producers and carriers to distributors
and large users and (ii) giving the operator good
transmission
incentives to
develop
the
infrastructure. With respect to the first purpose,
prices are computed on the basis of energy and
capacity marginal costs. The short-run marginal
costs in the transmission of electricity are mainly
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the physical losses of the line (proportional to the
square of the power transported) and the
"congestion" costs when the line cannot absorb all
the power injected by generators.21
2.53 The capacity costs are very hard to
compute because of the uncertainty regarding the
dates and length of "congestion" periods. To
relate positively the transmission-firm profits to
the power losses on the lines is clearly not a very
good incentive for the infrastructure operator to
improve the quality of its equipment, especially
when it is a monopoly--i.e., the larger the losses,
the higher the profit and the lower the incentive to
invest more. This is why Argentina's regulation
very appropriately imposes quality objectives on
the transmission company. When incidents occur,
it pays penalties described below. On the other
hand, since short-run marginal cost for the
transmission of energy does not include the
equipment maintenance costs, Transener is also
compensated for its transmission and connection
capacities.
2.54 In practice, these concerns have led to
three types of transmission charges, all of which
are regulated by ENRE:
* A (Connection charge covers the costs of
maintaining the equipment needed to connect
the user; it is a fixed charge (differentiated
according to the voltage of the line connected,
from $8/unit/hour for 132kV to $10/unit/hour
for 500kV) and is levied by CAMMESA on all
the MEM members.
*

A Cal)acily chairgeis also a fixed charge which
distributes among all users the total costs of
the operation and maintenance of the existing
transmission equipment.
_______ _______________

1The

cconoric concept of congestion refects the fact

that the transmission capacity installed is not always
sufficient to bear the loads that the market will bear.
This is leads to power outages in which no one is
served by the transmission company.

.

An Energy charge is a third fixed charge
reflecting the difference between the value of
the energy received at a receiving node and the
value of energy at a sending node. The
fixation of this charge for a five-year period by
CAMMESA (with the approval of ENRE) is
to reduce the volatility of this source of
revenue. Its potential volatility stems from its
dependence on the market value of electricity.

2.55 The connection and capacity charges are
fixed for the first five years. Then they can be
reduced yearly by ENRE to improve efficiency:
this decrease cannot be larger than 1% per year
with a maximum cumulative value of 5% in each
10 year management period. For the initial period,
energy transmission costs were fixed at US$55
million for each of the five first years. The same
procedure will be used for the next five-year
periods. The energy charge is now fixed at $55
million per year for the first five years, payable in
equal monthly installments. Adjustment will be
made as needed if a deficit or surplus arises.
When justified, transmission companies can apply
to ENRE for tariff adjustment. Similarlyusers can
complainto ENRE if tariff are considered too high
and public hearings are organized which means
that many of the provincial private operators are
likely to have regular interactions with ENRE.
2.56 Penalties, as mentioned earlier are a key
egulary model
Pedientione
ingredient of the success of the regulatory model
to make sure that the transmission companies do
not trade off quality for prices. Penalties are
applied for non-availability of either capacity
and/or connections and apply to all unforeseen
outages (planned outages have to be cleared by
CAMMESA and are subject to a discounted
penalty). The level of penalties vary according to
outage duration, frequency, type of line and added
costs imposed on the system.

The revenue from

these penalties are rediscounted to users but are
limited to 10% of the company's revenue over the
previous 12 months. If they are cumulatively more
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than 15%, the operation license may be revoked by
the ES.
2.57 Distribution tariffs.
The distribution
tariffs formulas set by ENRE where it has
jurisdiction were copied in all provincial
distribution privatizations so far. They include a
full pass-through of MEM seasonal prices allowing
for technical losses (11%) and a distribution cost
defined in the contract.

three months) and on electricity bought under
long-term contract with Central Puerto and
Central Costanera (adjusted once a year) (see
Box 2.5 on how the seasonal adjustment is
handled);
a loss charge which corresponds to technical
and non-technical losses equivalent to about
11% of the distributor's electricity purchases;
* the connection and fransmission costs;

* the cost of capacity in the MEM;Mand
2.58 The prices fixed before the monopoly were
concessioned are used as price caps. This means
that the price regulation system belongs to the
family of the so-called RPI-x+y pricing formula
which means that prices are allowed to increase at
a rate equal to the Retail Price Index, less some
productivity gain x, plus the increase y in the price
of some inputs on which the firm has no control
(essentially the costs of energy in the wholesale
market). For set values of x and y, the prices are
six months
on the
automatically adjusted every six months on the
basis of the U.S. CPI and PPI (33% CPI, 67% PPI
for finished products).
2.59 This pricing promotes cost-reducing
activities but it can result in a decline in quality.
To prevent such a decrease, the concession
contract organizes a complex system of penalties
incurred by the distributor when it defaults. The
other problem with this type of regulation is that it
promotes a strategic behavior of less-thanexpected effort when the managers know that the
present cost will be used to determinate the value
of x for the next period. So the announcement of
the revision
dates is a highly sensitive problem.
the revision dates is a highly sensitive problem.
The productivity factor x is to be revised every
five years, except for the first period of ten years.
For this initial period, x is fixed equal to zero.
2.60 In practice, prices applied by distribution
concessionaires in the RMBA are based on a few
specific
z~~~'Mnents.
~to
an energy charge which is based on seasonal
electricity costs on the MEM (adjusted every

*

a distribution charge which is a fixed charge
for small users or a charge per unit of
maximumdemand for larger users.

Box 2.5 Dealing with the Seasonalityof Prices

Thetariffreflectstheseasonalpriceon the MEM.
This price, in turn, reflects,projectionsof supply and
maximumdemandby distributorsand largeusers(for the
next two semesters)and informationon generation
capacity,hydrologyand transmnission
restrictions. These
computations
aredoneby CAMNESA.Thereis a winterspringperiod(with high volatilitybecauseof rains and
snows)and the summer-autumnperiod. The seasonal
chargeends up beinga monthlycharge fixed for three
months. It is based on the capacitydemandedand the
corresponding
costs.
The seasonalchargeis designedto correspondto
the spotpricepaidto generatorsin normalconditions.But
since spot prices vary from the seasonal price, a
stabilizationfundwas establishedby ES to avoidover-or
underpayments
by distributorsto the MEM. The fund is
usedto pay generatorswhenthere is a deficitand to hold
any surpluspaidbydistributors.It doesnot coverdefaults
by distributors.Suchdefaultsareproratedto all generators
in proportionto theirsalesto thespotmarket. A failureto
payformorethan30dayscanleadto the suspensionof the
distributor'srightto makefurtherpurchasesonthe MEM.
2.61 The loss charge corresponds to a
recognized allowance for technical losses. The
11% allowed may not cover actual levels of losses
but reflects a reasonable benchmark. It is intended
t
give an incentive to distributors to achieve a

level of losses acceptable to consumers and
regulators.
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2.62
There is some degree of differentiation in
the tariff. For instance, the needs of industrial
users are far more complicated than the needs of
Consequently their valuation of
households.
electricity is very heterogeneous and the
distributor provides them with a wider variety of
options. So, the first market segmentation is
So,market segmentation
the first
options.
between small (<10kW), medium (between 10 and
50kW) and large users (>50kW). For large users,
prices vary according the voltage of distribution:
low, medium or high voltage. Only large users
have an hourly option. Like any other consumer,
theypay taiff,butboththecapaity
tw-par
they pay a two-part tariff, but both the capacity
part and the consumption part vary according to
the peak or off-peak time period.

2.63 The distributors have less flexibility on the
distribution charge. It is fixed by the regulation
based on expected demand, and expansion and
maintenance costs. It can revised every five years
period (although
tenthyear
after the initial
afte
earperod
iniialten
(lthugh there
her is
is
some room for negotiation after two years if all
parties involved can benefit from a change). It
basically includes the cost of distribution and a set
rate of return for distributors. The update of the
charges reflects variations in the value of the U.S.
consumer price and wholesale price indexes. The
outcome of this new methodology seems to have
been favorable to essentially all consumer groups
as suggested by Box 2.6.

Box 2.6 A Comparisonof Tariffs across Provinces

A comparisonof tariff levels across provinces
suggeststhat privatizationmayhavebeenin the interestof
many commercialand industrialconsumers. Although
thereis a widevariationacrossconsumertypes,tariffsare
in generallowerin the areasservedby privatedistribution
companiesthanby publicutilities. This is the conclusion
derivedfromthe analysisof a sampleof eightdistribution
companiesin August1993by H.Quifiones(publishedin
Novedades Econ6micas, December 1993, number 155,
pp. 14-19). ComparingC6rdoba(EPEC),GreaterBuenos
Aires (Edenor),SantaFe (EPESF),San Juan (SESSE),
Mendoza(EMSE),Rio Negro(ERSE),Neuqudn(EPEN)
and Ushuaia,he foundthat the averagecommercialand
servicetariffsin publicutilitieswere between28% and
278%higherthanfor Edenor. For industrialuserswith a
capacityof lessthan 30Kw,the averagewasbetween84%
and 180%higher. For largerindustrialusers,the gap was
between67 and 165%. Cordobaand SantaFe werealmost
systematicallythe most expensivein the sample. An
interesting additional finding is that, at least for
commercialusers, there was no clear pattern in the
directionof the variablecost componentof the tariff.
it wasdecreasingin Bs.As.,C6rdobaand SanJuan,
While
it was constantin Mendozaand increasingin the other
cases.

2.65

Since this pricing system is mostly a fixed

pnce one, distributors have an incentive to
decrease costs and it could be at the expense of
quality. Also, distributors could be tempted to
differentiate their quality to induce the large users

2.64 Payment for service obligation. The
obigan for distfibutors to grant access to their
network to all those interested (essentially large

not to contract directly with generators. To limit
this strategic behavior, the quality level of the
transimssoon servtcens
controlled by ENREs

users) is a key ingredient of the system, but it

Distributors that do not comply with the standards

involves a cost that has to be covered. This is why
distributors are allowed to charge a toll tariff for
the use of their network. The charge essentially
corresponds to the connection and transmission
component of the standard tariff. It also includes
the loss charge. For provincial distributors, this
toll is fixed by the ES (through Resolution 159).

in terms of tension quality and number of cuts are
penalized and receive reduced tolls.
can
prevent
2.66 Provincial regulators
distribution utilities from cross-subsidy practices
u ti the provincia f pructure
butin
by makig sure that the provincial tarcff structure
part of the concession agreement iS consistent with
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the structure proposed in the Resolution.22 As
long as the ES is able to ensure that this is done
correctly there is no issue, but if in some provinces
the proposed tariff are too low as compared to the
the real costs, it may reduce the value of a
distribution company for a private investor.
Alternatively, if the tariff structure is much higher
than the marginal cost, it can generate too high a
rent that may be difficult to reduce once the
concessionaires have gotten used to it. In Entre
Rios for instance, after some fighting, a
cooperative negotiated a toll with the distribution
company for $14,000/month. The value proposed
by Resolution 159 was more to the liking of the
distribution company: $180,000!
2.67 One solution to this problem would be to
replace the value proposed by the Resolution (and
computed on the basis of average provincial
conditions) by a methodology which would allow
a better acknowledgment of the specific conditions
of each province. This is one of the conclusions
also adopted by ENRE through its resolution 195
of October 1995.
2.68 A riscal role. Distributors have also a
thve pals
a
2.68cAnt fiscal role. Distributors
significant fiscal role. Not only do they pay
national taxes, but they also collect national,
provincial and municipal taxes and these can be
provinial
hand
municout Tierra del Fuego, an
quite heavy. Ruling otTerdlFug,a
outliner with hardly any tax, total tax rates for
residential consumers vary from 18% in Santa
Cruz or Misiones to over 40% in Entre Rios and
La Rioja. For most commercial and industrial
users, rates vary from just over 20% (in Santa
Cruz and Misiones), to over 60% in La Plata
(Edelap) and Buenos Aires (Edenor). This leads
to inter-provincial tax differentials and ends up
creating significant distortions in the competition

2.69 As long as competition through direct
contracts between users and generators is viewed
as beneficial, these tax barriers between the
provinces should be source of concern.23 Without
these barriers, the user looking for a direct
contract introduces additional efficiency in the
whole system through the competitive downward
pressure put on the profits of suppliers. As long
as there is a perfect pass- through of wholesale
purchase prices to users, the distributors' business
should not be affected by losing to a third party.
2.70 The distributors in fact do not have to lose
large-users as customers. They can keep them by
giving a discount equivalent to the saving the large
user would make by contracting directly with
generators. Other users may however not be
indifferent to this approach. The distributor may
be tempted to avoid the cut in profits resulting
from a discount by increasing prices for the captive
consumers. This means that the regulatory
authority has to check that captive users are not
paying for this type of undue opportunity cost and
being charged a disproportionate share of the
common fixed costs. Within the boundaries
determined by the avoidance of crosssubsidization, the need to set some prices
r
ostsm
h ne
sbiiain
aggressively low in order to retain the business of
large users means that other prices should be
permitted, within limits to be analyzed, to take up
anqal
yu te
permitteffithientl lmsetorb
revenues
adequate
the slack of efficiently securig
Financing the NationalnElectricityFund.
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A final role of the distribution company is that they
are a collection agency for the National Electricity
They pay and collect mandatory
Fund.
contributions to the National Electricity Fund
Distribution companies and large-users pay

process.
-_____________________________

22

The tariffs set by Resolution 159 actually imply large
cross subsidiesbecause they impose a single average
tariff to large heterogeneousprovinces. This may be
unsustainable for many of them as below average
customers are likely to opt to bypass physically the
distributors.

23

The provincial taxes induce users in the province of

Bs.As. not to contract with a generator from an other
province or on the contrary are a strong inducementto
bypassthe local distributorthrough direct contracts(as
EDENOR asserts) according to the buyer identity:
(consumeror distributor?).
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$0.0024/kWh purchased from the MEM. The
revenue from this fund is divided as follows: 60%
to subsidize electricity rates for specific types of
regional consumers and 40% go to fund
investments in electricity in the underdeveloped
regions of the country (although all provinces are
in theory eligible).
2.72 Penalties.
Distributors, just like
transmission companies, are accountable for the
quality of their services (product, technical and
commercial services). Their regulation includes a
penalty system intended to make sure that
minimum quality standards are respected and that
the investment needed to ensure the sustainability
of the service will take place. Specific penalties
are attached to each type of non-compliance (e.g.,
tension at feeding points, frequency and duration
of interruptions, billing mistakes, time required to
respond to connection and billing requests). If the
total amount of penalties is larger than 20% of net
sales in a given year, the concessions can be
revoked. The ENRE is responsible for this
monitoring and for ensuring that penalties go back
to customers as rebates on their electricity bill.
2.73 A generic pricing issue. The regulation
of transmission and distribution, the two remaining
non-competitive segments of the sector, is very
similar in terms of pricing. Basically, in both
segments, the tariffs are set in US$ and in both
areas, the regulation is a version of the standard
price capping formula (i.e., RPI minus x). In other
words, the regulation sets a maximum price with
total pass-through of the costs of energy (Y) and
with an indexation to the U.S. price index. The
main unresolved problem is how to recalculate x.
The issue will already arise in two years, so it is
important for the regulatory entity to start working
on a methodology. If the British experience is of
any relevance, this can be quite a challenging task
likely to be contested by many of the private
operators. It may in fact be reasonable to consider
that this task be designed with the needs of the
provincial distribution companies in mind,

Investment and Tariffs
2.74 While the reform introduced in Argentina's
electricity sector is impressive by any standard, as
in any reform, there are some loose ends. The
specific linkage between tariff design and the
incentive to invest may be one of these.
2.75 Electricity is the only sector in which
Argentina's reforms have introduced an incentivebased type of regulation (composed of price caps,
minimum quality standards and clear service
obligation) but in which the concessionaire has
complete freedom to decide how much to invest.
In water or transport, specific investment targets
have generally been set.
2.76 The specific linkage between tariff design
and incentives to invest where it matters is
probably the main area where some fine-tuning is
needed at the national level. This was a recurring
theme in conversations held during various
missions with all the relevant actors at the national
level. The linkages between tariffs and investment
are worth discussing in the context of provincial
needs because changes in these areas will affect
the overall perception of private investors in the
sector. For instance, the mechanisms of expansion
in transmission have direct implications for
provincialdistribution companies.
2.77 Investments in generation.
Under the
current organization, generation investments are
decided independently by firms. This implies that
the type and size of new equipment depends on
private profit forecasts. How does the current
regulatory environment ensure that this investment
is accurate when the generation market is an open
competitive market separated from
the
downstream firm?
2.78 In a competitive market, investment
decisions are motivated by price signals. These
signals are sufficient to inform managers on the
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users' willingness to pay and users on scarcity. For
a firm, a price higher than the long-run marginal
cost is the signal that users are ready to pay more
and/or to consume more, so that the firm should
increase its capacity. From a social point of view,
this investment decision has to be motivated by a
positive discrepancy between short-run and longrun marginal cost.2 4 So, for the private decision to
coincide with the optimal social decision, two
conditions are needed: (i) the price has to reflect
exactly short run marginal costs, and (ii) the firm
has to know the long-run marginal cost.
2.79 Short-run marginal costs? It is not clear
that prices fulfill these two conditions in
Argentina's MEM. First marginal cost pricing is
not quite accurate since it essentially reflects the
cost of fuel (with some room for adjustment in
other costs through Resolution 105/95) and not
the whole marginal operating cost as it should.
Second, even if each generator does possess
information about the long-run marginal cost of its
own equipment (which is not sure), it cannot know
the long-run marginal cost for the entire system
that is a LRMC computed by taking into account
the whole demand load curve and the whole sector
equipment availability.
Long-run
2.80 Long-run marginal costs?
signals in the Argentine market are intended to be
given through capacity payments to generators. If
the value paid does not accurately reflect LRMC,
a distortion is introduced. In Argentina (for now),
new investment in generation may be biased
towards base load generation with insufficient
peaking plants. Generators have a strong incentive
to underinvest in units requiring huge sunk costs.
This bias has also been observed in the United
Kingdom.
2.81 This bias could be corrected by its
internalization. This in turn implies some kind of
24

The gap is financedby capacitypayments. It maynot be

fine becauseit is calculatedon technicalcriteria rather
than economic.

coordination between all the agents. It could be
done through a joint venture if one accepts that
individual firms pool costs, profits and risks. An
alternative would be to perform this internalization
through the transmission operator since it is the
essential link of the whole system. But this would
necessitate to change the ownership of the carrier
and to transform it into a "cooperative" firm with a
representation of all users like in CAMMESA. It
would be less attractive in the Argentina context
but could provide a reasonable starting point in
any other country considering a major reform of
its electricity sector. A simpler and possibly more
effective solution would be to revise the rules for
capacity payments to speed up a decision process
that is now starting to be dragging in Argentina
and may soon become a source of concern for
potential investors considering bids for some
provincial distribution companies.
The
2.82 Investments in transmission.
development of the transmission system was
mainly determined by the high concentration of
consumption around Buenos Aires and the
remoteness of energy sources. The location of
hydraulic resources and gas deposits far from
Buenos Aires in thinly populated regions required
the construction of very long high voltage lines. In
the south, three 500 kV lines carry electricity from
the region of Comahue to the Buenos Aires area.
Two of these lines are strictly parallel and very
close physically. The third one is never more than
200 km from the two others. This particularity
increases the risks of serious meteorological
incidents simultaneously affecting the three lines
and is just one of the reasons why the construction
of fourth line may be the only serious issue facing
the sector in the short- to medium-run.
2.83 For now, the high-voltage network
concessionaire (Transener) is not responsible for
the decision to build and to finance new lines.
This can be justified first because the natural
monopoly in charge of the network would have an
exorbitant power on all the other agents upstream
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and downstream. The other reason is that the
operator earns a fixed remuneration (for
connection, transmission capacity and carried
energy) so that there is no distortion in the spot
prices of electricity or in the prices fixed by
contracts. But with this cost plus pricing, the
operator has few direct incentives to invest; the
indirect ones are penalties to be paid when it does
not meet the quality of service established by the
concession contract.
2.84 This issue is, however, of utmost
importance to the provinces.
Because the
reliabilityof the distribution service depends on the
quality of the SADI, the concession contracts need
to spell out clearly if the pass-through of
expansion or improvements costs to final users will
be authorized or not.

simple conceptual solution.
Within certain
technical limits, a transmission line is a public
good, that is an equipment that can be used by
several firms without impeding the use by others.
This is why its financing is difficult. It entails "free
riding" incentives--i.e., not every user wants to
pay its fair share.
2.87 Because a private user of the line will not
internalize all the potential gains of the investment
to get an efficient level of investment, the
allocation of property rights must be made by an
entity with some responsibility for social concerns.
Also this entity needs to have some mandatory
power to prevent free riding.25

2.85 Who makes investment decisions? In the
current system, decisions to develop the
transmnissioninfrastructure are to be taken by the
potential beneficiaries of the growth so that the
capacity component of transmission prices is
computed on a stationary basis. The procedure to
expand the high-voltage transmission system is the
following:

2.88 A realistic solution could be to give that
responsibility to ENRE but make sure that the
decision process is based on public hearings and
that the Secretary of Energy is viewed as the
arbitrator in case of conflict. To solve free riding
problems in the investment process, this entity
should have the power to enforce exclusion of
"bad" agents (i.e., free riders) from the use of new
investments. To prevent abuses, an implicit
qualified majority rule would be necessary in the
investment decision process.

-

the decision to expand is taken by the
beneficiaries; and

2.89

*

building can be executed by Transener or by an
independent carrier that receives a technical
license. For a "small" expansion (less than
US$2 m), the building is executed by
Transener after an agreement with the
beneficiaries or the formal authorization by
ENRE to collect the costs.
For large
expansions, the firm in charge of the
development is chosen through a public
auction in which Transener is authorized to
compete as any other firm,

2.86 The construction of new transmission lines
at an efficient level in a vertically disintegrated
industry is a common problem with no clear and

Investment in distribution. This may be

the most immediate concern of many provincial
governments, but it is much easier to solve than in
the case of transmission. Decisions to invest are
left up to the concessionaire, in principle. Yet,
because the concessionaire has a contractual
obligation to service anyone who requests it at the
set tariff, the government has maintained some
leverage on the decision process through the
design of tariff and penalties. The incentives are,
however, well designed in the existing contracts as
the tariff and the penalty system stimulate the
distributors to invest in an expansion of its
25

In a verticallydisintegratedelectricityindustry,besides
the Government,an alternativecan be a common
propertyof the firm in charge of the transmission
activitybut this is not a realisticsolutionin Argentina.
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network up to the point where the marginal cost of
expansion is equal to the marginal cost of
penalties. This cost includes not only the actual
penalties but also the revenue generated by
additional users of the system. Overall, the model
deserves replication in any contract considered by
provincial
government
considering
the
privatization of their distribution companies.

difficultiesrecently met in the discussion of the
fourth line.
The current definition of
beneficiaries responsible for the financing of
the new line excludes large users; this is likely
to result in suboptimal investment in
transmission as these users have quite a bit of
information they have no incentive to reveal to
regulators, distributors or generators under the
current regulatory regime; while this problem
is clearly one of the most complex in the field,
it may be under-analyzed in the Argentinean
context and deserves some more analytical
work. In May 1996, the potential crisis was
resolved by the decision by the government to
finance about $80 million of the $250 million
needed to finance the expansion. The
generators will pay the rest. The expansion
should be concluded in about 2 years. It will
help in the short run and should lead to lower
wholesale prices but it does not yet provide a
long term solution to the transmission pricing
problem.

Summary of the Main Recommendations
2.90 The chapter has shown how impressive
Argentina's reform of its electricity sector has
been. This is particularly true in terms of the
improvements of the short term efficiency goals of
the restructuring of the sector. The discussion of
investments in the sector has, however, shown that
there are some reasons for concern that deserve
attention. The fine tuning needs identified in the
chapter, well known to the ES and the ENRE but
maybe not to provincial authorities, include:
Generation
*

A better definition of short run marginal costs
could include, not only fuels, but also a better
assessment of other components such as the
cost of the marginal generating unit (not just a
15% margin over fuel costs).

*

Contracts are already very effective in reducing
short-term price volatility, they could be even
more efficient if they could be traded on a
"contracts" market.

*

The pricing of capacity should signal long-run
marginal cost pricing but the current design of
the capacity payment is biased against
investment in generation with high sunk costs
(as was also observed in the UK).
Transmission
The major transmission
.
issue (in fact the major
issue in the sector) centers around the linkages
between tariffs, property rights and investment
needs. Clearer rules are needed to avoid the

=

A medium run issue is the need to get ready to

adjust the x in the RPI - x formula used to
regulate prices; this process can require some
time in consultation as seen from the British
experience.

*

Distribution
As more and more provinces privatize their
distribution companies, the relationship
between the transmission concessionaire and

the privatized concessionaires is likely to
change and the tolls may have to be revised to
ensure consistency with marginal cost pricing
by the privatized distribution companies;
* Unless a clear pricing mechanism with
complete pass-through of wholesale prices is
adopted, the captured users may end up paying
the price of the losses of distribution profits
due to direct contracts between generators and
large users; this may lead to difficult political
problems for privatizing govemments as tariffs
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post privatization may end up being higher
than before for a large share of the electorate.
*

Just as in the case of transmission, the
regulators need to get ready to recompute
soon the "x" in their regulatory formula; the
ten years wait for a revision of the "x:" may in
fact be unsustainable and a revision may have
to be considered sooner. In the short-run, the
easy way out for the provinces trying to
introduce more efficient pricing is to adhere to
the tariff principles established in the law (and
not necessarily apply the numbers established
in Resolution 159).
Reeulation

*

The contracts for distribution should remain
the main basis for regulation and should
continue to be based on the successful model
implemented so far by the ES as part of their
technical assistance strategy to the provinces.

*

The provincial regulatory environment needs
to be spelled out clearly, kept to a minimum
and coordinated with the national regulator to
provide as much relevant information as
possible to potential investors.
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Chapter 3:

DELIVERING WATER AND SANITATIONSERVICES IN THE PROVINCES

3.1
Just as in the electricity sector, the main
purpose of the reform initiated by the National
Government in the W&S sector with the
concession of W&S services to Aguas Argentinas
(AA) in Greater Buenos Aires in May 1993 was to
improve efficiency and to get the private sector to
finance expansion needs. A major difference is
that the impact of the national reform has been
much more localized. The sector is indeed
decentralized and the national reform has been
restricted to the federal capital and the 13 districts
around it where the National Government has
jurisdiction.

3.2

But this experience demonstrates that the

W&S sector presents a particularly difficult
challenge for the provinces. On the one hand it is

a natural monopolyfor which the scope for direct
market competition is limited and hence for which

the regulatory environmentis just as importantas
it is for electricitydistribution. On the other hand,
it is a sector for which the value of the assets is
much more difficult to assess since most of it is in
the form of underground pipes. This implies that
the risks faced by the private sector are much
higher than in the electricity distribution business
where the assets are easier to assess.

coordination and regulation of the sector and its
pricing policies.
Table 3.1 Impact of the W&S Reform in the
Greater Buenos Aires Area
ChangesbetweenMay1993 (Ist month
ofoperationof AguasAre tinas) and
Dec.94
Dec.95
% increasein Production
25%
26%
3
capacity (000M/day)
Kmnofwaterpipes

rehabilitated
Kmofsewersdrained
% declinein numberof
cloggeddrains
Numberofmetersupgraded
and installed

Numberof newresidents
withwaterconnection
Numberof newresidents
withsewerconnections

200

550

2,150

4,800

81%

97%

68,200

128,500

48%

47%
642,000

350,000
,
200,000

_

342,000

l

Source:AguasArgentinas
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Under Argentina's constitution, the
3.4
responsibility for W&S rests with the provinces.
In spite of this, until recently, the administration

3.3

These risks have already been considered
worthwhile
,.,
private operators in some
wrorthwhil byoprivates
has suboperatoes any
som
provices. Corrientes has sboncte
manyaof

and planning of the sector was highly centralized
in the hands of Obras Sarntarias de la Naci6n
(OSN). The first major reform of the sector took
place in 1980 when sanitation in Argentina was

p te
oethe oW services innet0 pormovanceSnto
operators since 1990. Formosa and Santa Fe
recently completed their own privatization. The

effectively decentralized to the provinces. The
.oine
manaie
.nl
th oraiatoa
ge
y
g
structure set up by the National Government who
followed a deconcentration strategy of its
activities. In some instances, the provinces further
. .
.

various experiences so far provide enough
evidence that the reforms are having many of the
expected payoffs (see Table 3.1 for evidence on
the changes brought by AA in Buenos Aires). But
they also highlight the issues that other provinces
will have to address as they try to follow the
privatization road. These center around the

26

A recentWorldBank reportprovidesan overviewof
the sectororganization:Argentina:WaterSupplyand
Sewerage Sector Note, LAlIN, July 27 1994.
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The result of these changes is that there are now
about 1500 operators in the W&S sector including
many cooperatives. In El Chaco, Chubut, La
Pampa and San Luis for instance, most of the
service is provided by cooperatives.

.

The Secretariat of Natural Resources and
Human Environment (SRNAH) which is
responsible for the environment since 1991.
Its mandate is to coordinate environmental
issues among federal agencies.

The "Regulators"

.

The provincial Public Works Ministries and
Secretariats.

3.5
Regulatory objectives. In addition to the
efficiency goals of the reforms decided by the
National Government and at least three provincial
governments, the regulators have to address many
public concerns. These include environmental and
social~.. cocrs.hsmliliiyo
ol
a
social.concerns.
multiplicity ofTripartito
This
resulted in a multiplicity of agencies with some
frm ofreuatr
resposblt.

*

The provincial environmental Secretariats
which have direct responsibility for
environmental protection, an area that is
mainly in the hands of the provinces.
Regulatory agencies such as ETOSS (Ente
de Obras y Servicios2Sanitarios)
for
7
t

the Greater Buenos Aires area.

In terms of

*

The Puiblic Works Secretariat (PWS),
responsible since 1994 for the preparation and
implementation of a national water resources
policy and for the coordination of projects.

the purely economic regulation, these are
independent agencies. ETOSS represents the
itrsso
h
ainlGvrmn
inved
as the
Neriofah asset
t
Muniplity an the
Province of Bs.As)
Municipality and the Province of Bs.As.
ETOSS' objectives are to regulate, enforce
g
regulatory decisions and fine when necessary,
owatchover quality and continuity of water and
sanitation service delivery, to protect health,
hydro resources and the environment and to
oversee that the specifications of the contract
in terms of the development plan are met. It is

*

The Subsecretariat of Water Resources (SWR)
within the PWS, which has the actual
responsibility for these tasks. The SWR is
also responsible for the promotionoer
al

currently financed by revenues from a user fee
the concessionaire levies on all the consumers
and is ruled by a Directorate whose members
are appointed by their administration for a sixyear duration, with the option of one

3.6
The actors. There is no single agency
comparable to the Energy Secretariat responsible
for a broad policy formulation and in charge of
'din .netie
an fiacig
Thr ar at
guiding Incentives and financing. There are at
least a dozen important public actors in the sector.
The main ones are:

p,ole

.

ais

the

mainc

renewable term. With a concession duration
dialogue withtheWrldBanof30 years, the risks of regulatory capture
The Ente Nacional de Obras Hidricas de
cannot be completely neglected--the longer
Saneamiento (ENOHSA), an entity under
the contract the larger this risk tends to be.
discussion in Congress is expected to replace
the Consejo Federal de Agua Potable y
Saneamiento (COFAPYS). Its main role will
be to mobilize and channel financial (mostly
international)
resources
to
provincial
sanitation companies to local communities in
27
In theETOSS board,therearetwomembersof eachof
exchangefor significantreformsin the sector.
the following:National Executive Power, Provincia
de Buenos Aires, Municipalidad de la Ciudad de
BuenosAires.
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3.7
Other national actors include the Interior
Ministry (involved in interprovincial rivers), the
Health Ministry (who sets norms for drinking
water quality and assesses the environmental
impact of infrastructure projects and manages a
register of polluting sources), the Economic
Planning Secretariat and the Social Development
Secretariat (who finance some projects or provide
technical assistance to the provinces).
Contracts as the Main Regulatory Tool
3.8
Three main types of contracts have been
bid in Argentina:
*

global concession contracts;

e

partial concession contracts; and

D

"management"type contracts.

3.9
The 30-year concession for the Great
Buenos Aires awarded to Aguas Argentinas in
1993 is typical of the first type of contract. The
concessionaire assumes responsibilities for
operating, maintaining and investing in fixed
assets which remain the property of the public
sector over a specific service area for a specific
period.
concession
Overthe period, the operator
period.

Over the concession

pefiod, the operator

is obligated to extend service coverage, guarantee
water quality and develop sewage treatment.
According to the concession contract, the
concessionaire has to assume all commercial risks.
But there remain some renegotiation possibilities

that allow redefiming the rules when some
unforceable event or some new information
occurs.
The details of the contract are
summarized in Table 1.la and 1.lb (Chapter 1)
and Box 3.1 provides a brief overview of the
stages required to be able to conclude the
privatization and Table 3.2 shows the main
differences between the contracts of Corrientes,
Tucuman and Santa Fe.
3.10 The model adopted by Corrientes could be
viewed as an example of a "partial" concession

contract. Just like the global contract, it grants a
30-year concession to a private operator with
specific coverage and investment objectives. The
main difference is that the contract does not cover
the whole area previously under the responsibility
of the public utility. But in fact it covers the area
that used to be covered by the public utility,
leaving to cooperatives the rest of the service.
Box 3.1 The Timingof the PrivatizationProcessin Greater
BuenosAires
The reform of the provision of water supply and
sewerageservicesto Greater Buenos Aires started in June 1991
and endedin May 1993with the actualtransferof the companyto
the winning consortium. It started with the work of an 11
member Privatization Committee (including all government
agencies but also unions and Congressmembers). It chose to
concession rather than to sell because of the desire to avoid any

delay in the reform. The Commissionalso decided to limit the
scopeof the coverageof the contract(drainage,for instancewas
left to the municipalities as typicallydone in Argentina rather
than includedin the contract)and ruled against the possibilityof
creating two or more concessionareas discarded for technical
reasons.
The preparationof the actual biddingdocumentsand of
the model concessioncontractwas left to two specializedprivate
consulting firms. The first prepared the draft regulatory
framework,the technicalaspects(includingperformance,quality,
metering, rates targets, obligations and the prequalification
criteria), the rehabilitation and expansion requirements and a
review of all related laws and decrees relevant to interested
private parties. The other firm focused on the financial
(includingthe consequencesfor rate of various implementation
options) and marketing aspects. They also spelled out the
methodologyto be used to award the contract. The call for bids
was sent in June 1992. The consulting firms assisted the
Committeein the evaluation of the bids of the five international
consortiawho had prequalified (each had paid $30,000 for the
bidding documents). The bid opening followed three months
later and the award was decided in December 1992. It took
another three months to sign the contract because of the time
requiredfor the winner to present guaranteesand insurancesand
a decision to allow the winner to start operations in good
conditions rather than during the summer which is typically a
problem season in terms of public relations due to unsatisfied
demand.
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..

~~~~~~~~~~~~
..................
................

contractstype

duration
bids

investment
needed
customerbase

Table 3.2 Main Provincial Water Contract
...........................

::::::::::::::::::

.........
.
.
concession
concessionwith equityof 25%
requiredand 3 yearsexperiencein
providingservicesto at least I
millionpeople
30 years
30 years
2 stages;stage I for technical
2 stages;stage I for technicaland
and financialpre-qualification
financialpre-qualificationand stage
and stage 2, proposalon tariff(as 2, proposalon averagetariff for
% of current)
successiveyears of concession(as %
of current)

$1I millionin first 5 years
$75 millionin 30 years
500,000inhabitantsin 10 cities
for water and sewerage

$20 millionin first 5 years
$312millionin 30 years
700,000inhabitantsin 120urban
communitiesfor water and 327,000

...........................

concession

30 years
2 stages;stage I for technicaland
financialpre-qualificationincluding
requirementof a guaranteeof
financingof creditinstitutionsfor
USS 100millionto be disbursed in
S years
and stage 2, proposalon tariff per
cubic meter, debt servicecoverage
of at least 1 and debt to revenue
ratio of 1.5.
$100millionin first 5 years
$1,200niillion in 30 years
1,750,000(Santa Fe city and
Rosario)

people in 10 comimunitiesfor

~~~~~sewerage

_

responsibilities O&Mas well as investments
of private
operator
______

______
______

______
_____

_____

O&Mas well as 100%water
coverageafter 6th year and 100%
sewerageservicesafter 11thyear +
emergencywork in first 2 years
______

______

The provincial governments maintain the
responsibility for service delivery in the more
isolated locations where full cost recovery is
unacceptable for social and political reasons.
Some have retained the Provincial Service for
Drinkable Water and Rural Sanitation (SPAR) to
direct international resources to rural water and
sanitation projects in areas excluded from the
concession contract. The approach has generally
worked so far for Corrientes. Since the private
operator took over in September 1991, water
service coverage has increased from 59% to 71%
and sewerage from 30% to 37%. Metering has
increasing from basically nothing to 68,600 meters
and the personnel has creased from 5.7 employee
for 1000 water connections to 2.9. The main
problem has been to find financing for further
expansion.

______

_____

O&Mwith minimumtarget and
objectivesset in the contractand a
maxinum time frame for each goal
(expansion,quality,pressure,
rehab., treatm ent)

3.11 The third type of contract is a form of
management contract. This has been a solution
initially considered by Mendoza. It is not a pure
concession contract in the sense that it includes a
financing obligation imposed on the management
company. But is not a pure management contract
either to the extent that the private operator has a
financial stake in the service company. The
proposal for Mendoza required that the
management company bring with it a capital
equivalent to 20% of the current level. But the
idea has now been rejected by Mendoza where the
government has decided to sell 51% of the shares
of the public utility.
3.12 The bids were organized in March 1995
and seven candidates showed interest. The
management contract is for a duration of 20 years.
The provincial government will initially keep 70%
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of the shares and 10% will be made available to
the employees. Within a few years, 9% of the
government share will be put up for bids.
Additional requirements include a commitment by
the private investor equivalent to $100 million (for
a total investment plan of $420 million) and
proven experience in the management of similar

obligations are not only spelled out in terms of
target but also in terms of processes. In the case
of unjustified and repeated cuts in service or of
delays in investments (i.e., non respect of the
PMES), the contract specifies a system of
penalties.

services in regions with more than one million

Box 3.2 "Goal-Based"vs. "Process"-BasedContracts
Becausethe Bank missiondid not get a copy of all

population.
3.13 The first two types of contracts are the
most common in all the ongoing privatization
efforts. The main problem faced by provincial
in these efforts to get the private
goveminent

government m these efforts to get the prlvate
sector interested in these contracts stems from the

fact that the state of the "hardware" (i.e., the
pipes) is unknown. A good part of Argentina's
water systems--including water treatment plants
and large water mains--are more than 60 years old

and need replacement. Maintenancehas generally
been poor and there are significant water losses
throughout the distribution systems. On average,
the unaccounted water in the urban water systems
is estimated at over 50%.
3.14 The contractual obligations are designed
to address these problems and include maintaining
and developing the existing system for instance.
They include not only general tariff principles
(discussed below) but also service quality and
investment requirements with a specific timetable
and competition-oriented procurement rules (i.e.,
investments have to be bid out). Failures to
comply, as in the case of electricity lead to
penalties. The way the bidders are going to deal
with these requirements is described in their
technical offer in which candidates show a
rehabilitation and investment plan (PMES).2 8 The
PMES generally describe their objectives in terms
of connections (to drinking-water supply systems
and sewers system), in terms of effluents
treatment and of networks renovation, although as
explained in Box 3.2, in some cases, the
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Plan de Mejorasy Expansion del Servicio.

the concessioncontracts,a detailedanalysisof the various
designswasnot possible.But interviewswith some of the
who participatedin all the bids provided
privatecompanies
some useful insights on their perceptionof the main
betweenthe varioustypesof contracts.One of
differences
these differenceswas that the concessioncontractfor
GreaterBuenosAireswascriticizedfor focusingtoo much
on the "processes"(i.e., multiplepartial goals which can be
rather than focusingonly on
used to "micromanage"),

performancetargets. The privateoperatorsalso want to
havesomediscretionin thedisbursementstrategyfortheir
investmentcommitments.The reassuringmessagefrom
the privateoperatorswas that the more recent contracts
havelearnedthe lessonand were muchmorefocusedon
targetsthanon processes.
3.15 The remaining issue is that it is not clear
how much the concessionaire will have to
rehabilitate the system and who is going to pay for
it. Aguas Argentinas in Buenos Aires is finding
It may have
out about it the hard way.
underestimated the rehabilitation needs. To avoid
this problem, Santa Fe got an independent
assessment of the state of its assets before
organizing the solicitation. This provided a
common set of information to all bidders (who
actually paid for it in the process).
3.16 What Santa Fe found was a way of
reducing total risks, but this may not always be
enough. An alternative solution may be to
consider different levels of risk sharing between
the government and the concessionaire. This can
be done as part of a negotiation and the higher
share of the potential cost goes to the less risk
averse party--e.i., probably the licenser. As the
end of the concession approaches, this requires
the auditing of the investment program to become
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tighter as neglect of the concessionaire's
obligation to reduce service costs becomes an
increasingly attractive option if it is considering
pulling out. Such a strategy would increase the
government's share of the potential costs of
rehabilitation.
3.17 Management contracts may have been
underestimated in the Argentina context. Because
of their fiscal situation, a tradition of controlling
of water prices, or maybe just because of the very
limited information on the state of the companies'
assets and hence on the actual rehabilitation needs,
some provinces will represent too high a level of
risk for many potential concessionaires, unless
there is some type of guarantee imposing a limit
on the risk level they have to face.29 Few
provincial governments have the capacity of
granting this guarantee which is why management
contracts can be such an attractive solution. A
short-term

contract

(e.g., two to three years)
potential concessionaire
an

would give a
opportunity to gather and publish as much
information as necessary while operating the
sector as a private utility. At the end of the term,
the province could assess how much it needs to

commit to attract a private operators into a
who wins the management contract could have a
right of first refusal to ensure that it has no
incentive to hide the information on the assets
value collected during its management contract
tenure.
How Competition Works
3.18 The main instrument to improve incentives
in the sector is competition. This competition is
so far only achieved through the bidding process.
Again, the national experience is representative: it
29

See the backgroundpapersby Humplickand Nasser
(1995) for an assessmentof the varioussourcesof
sectorspecificrisksin eachprovince.SeealsoFreixas
and Garcia-Fontes(1995) for the financial engineering
optionsthat could be used to generateguarantees.

was a sealed bid auction based on technical
qualifications of the bidders and with the contract
granted to the lowest price for service delivery.
3.19 More specifically in B.A., the candidates
compete by proposing a discount coefficient to
apply to the "public tariffs" followed until recently
by the government. This is equivalent to awarding
the bid to the operator willing to charge the
lowest average tariff, as was done in Santa Fe.
The bidding process was effective in reducing
costs although not by as much as everyone though
since costs went up faster than any one had
anticipated. It turns out that, although on average
users are better off, both the government and the
bidders may have misjudged true costs (see
Box 3.3).
Box 3.3 What Adjustments in the Terms a Contract
Reveals

On June1994,the NationalGovernmentand the
concessionaire(AA) added someservice requirementsto
the terms of the contractsigned 23 months earlier:
investmentshas to be madefasterthaninitially thought.
In doing so, both parties revealed that they had
underestimated
the degree of urgency of the investment
program. Adjustmnentsneeds or mistakes happen and
this is why rules are necessaryfor the renegotiation of
contracts.One such rule was includedin A.A.'s contract.
For this new definitionof the conditionsof the contract
and as a result of cost increases(which had accumulated
to levels that triggered a contract clause that allowed a
tariff increase),A.A. obtained a 13.5% tariff increase.
This has lead ETOSS to be more watchfulof A.A. supply
and service contracts to make sure that no collusion
would occur between the concessionaireand its main
suppliers.

3.20 Introducing yardstick competition. A
better solution, so far ignored in Argentina's
context, is to rely on some form of yardstick
competition. The provincial basis of the sector
provides an opportunity for the regulators to use
comparative information on firms in setting prices
and quality standards. This would require a
coordinated regulatory capacity to ensure the
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comparability of data.
This is done very
effectively in the United Kingdom where water
prices are regulated according to yardstick
30
competition mechanisms.
It also requires a
detailed analysis of the factors that may explain
differences in operating costs and hence in tariffs
(see Box 3.4).

risks onto its shoulders. As mentioned earlier,
these risks are high as very little is known on the
value of the assets and on the problems likely to
be met in meeting quality and quantity obligations
of the contract.

3.21 A potential additional source of
competition.
A final way of introducing
competition in the sector is to separate the sector
vertically into separate water and sewerage

This review takes into account the influence of various

Box3.4 What YardstickCompetitionEntails?
It starts with a comparative efficiency review.

vusinessertically organize separate bids.

Thiscan

businessesand organize separate bids. This can
be easy when the two services were separated to
begin with as was the case in C6rdoba. Similarly,
sewerage services can be divided into the
collection business and the treatment and disposal
business. This

business. Ts .iintroduces
disintegration

competition and also reduces many opportunities
for cross subsidies in a sector prone to it. There
are however many reasons why it may often make
sense to maintain these activities vertically
integrated. The costs of metering and billing for
instance would increase in a disintegrated
industry. But more importantly, many economies
of scope would be lost (in the pipes related
works) and it would be harder to force the
internalization of the pollution costs imposed by
the sewerage business on the water business.
Pricing
3.22 The general pricing principles followed in
Bs.As. are typical of those mentioned in contracts
in Santa Fe or in Corrientes for instance. They
essentially correspond to contracts trying to get
the private sector to accept some of the risk
sharing by allowing them to charge for all
recognized costs plus a profit margin. A price
capping approach as used in electricity distribution
is generally believed to be more effective at
inducing efficiency but would be much less
attractive to a private operator as it shifts all the
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See Armstrongand alii, 1994,p. 341.

factors in the companies'operatingenvironmentthat
mightexplaindifferingoperatingcosts. Thesefactorsare
thencombinedin an explanatoryfactorindex. A linear
relationshipis assumed between this factor and the unit
costs. This then allows a better comparisonof the
efficiencyof individualcompanies. In England, the
companieswereplacedintofour efficiencybandsand the
bandingdeterminedthe assumedpossiblereductionin
operatingcosts. Each one was supposedto be at least

capable of reducing costs by 1%.
While there are
problemswith this procedure, it is a clear improvement

overthe currentpracticein Argentina.Additionaldetails
canbe foundin Armstrong,M. S. Cowanand J. Vickers
(1994), Regulatory Reform: Economic Analysis and

BritishExperience,
MITpress,Cambridge.

3.23 The main requirement built in the contract
is that the tariff must:
. promote a rational and efficient use of the
services and resources made available;

.

*

.

equilibrate demand and supply;
meet the sanitation and social goals spelled out
in the contract;
reflect the economic cost of service delivery
including the profit margin of the
concessionaire and the costs imposed by
approved expansion plan;
3 1 and
allow cross-subsidies;

*

not discriminate between users within users
categories.
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Cross-subsidiesare not allowedin the contractssigned
in Formosaand Misiones.
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3.24 The regulatory regime recognizes costs
and allows for an additional profit margin (cost
plus regulation). In practice, the combination of
the bidding process and these restrictions boils
down to an endorsement of average cost pricing.
The concessionaire sets the tariff values within the
restrictions imposed above. It can also revise
First, there are
tariffs in several circumstances.
.. .
.
"ordinary revisions" associated to changes In the
service Improvement plans integrated in the
concession contract. No such ordinary revision
can occur during the first five years. During the
following five-year period, prices can only be
decreased and during the subsequent periods,
revisions occur only if the concessionaire has
complied with the plan objectives. Second, there
are "extraordinary revisions" when some specified
cost-index increases (or decreases) by more than
7% and/or if the administration or the regulator
changes some basic conditions on which the
concession contract was signed, for example
quality standards. With the authorization of the
regulator, the concessionaire may also modify the
tariff system insofar as it does not result in a
variation of the revenue per capita. This is how
price regulation allows for some cross subsidies.
3.25 Tariff differentiation.
The regime
recognizes three types of buildings: residential,
non-residential and land without construction.
The first two categories are then divided into
buildings with one or more consuming units. In
the latter case the bill is divided between the
various units. This leads to four types of tariffs
structures. In the Buenos Aires area, 85 % of
consumers are residents and 15% are industries.
3.26 The way in which the tariff is charged also
depends on whether the consumption is measured
or not. For industrial users, meters are mandatory
within two years of the beginning of the contract.
For the user without a connection, a fixed tariff
based on the area covered by the building and
IO% of the land is collected. This is the bimonthly
basic tariff (TBB).

3.27 Users without meters. For residential
users without meters, the bimonthly bill is given
by the basic tariff formula:
TBB = K * TG * H
function of the surface of
where H is ani
houses and non constructed lands. It is a proxy
~~~~~measure
of water consumption during two
mesrofwtrcnupindigto
months. For housing, it also depends on the
l
anc
locathe
degree of luxury and implies a subsidy from
the m os luxuri residet
e
re(
ratio is 1.51 to 0.6). The relation with the age of
the s
is non-ina. The
tG
ariabl
ruthe
,,st
"generari
and K visbte
ct
int on whi competitor ad t id for
Inm194,tG
was equal
concession wing
the concession winning. In 1994, TG was equal
to 0t0279 $/m3 for water plus the same amount
for the sewerage connection. These are the
amounts for residential users and non-constructed
land For non-residential users, the general tariffs
were doubled. Since TBB is expressed in Pesos,
K is a pure coefficient and TG is expressed in
$/m3 , H has to be expressed in m3 .
3.28 The outcome of this form of presumptive
taxation is that the total bill of these users is
independent of their actual consumption and there
is some degree of progressiveness in the "tax"
used to pay for the cost of the bill as the richer the
consumer is presumed to be, the more he/she
pays. The problem is that it provides very little
information to the concessionaire on the specific
sources of water losses (see Box 3.5).
3.29 Users with meters. For the users with a
meter (and the concessionaire would like to
maximize this number as seen in Box 3.5), the
tariff is essentially a two-part tariff with a fixed
part to pay for the infrastructure (TBB/2 or half
the basic tariff) and a variable part proportional to
consumption C (in m3 ) and derived by multiplying
the quantity consumed by the unit cost of
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providing drinking-water (including reprocessing).
The bill is basically calculated as follows:

Figure 3.1

Bm = TBB +(K * P * C)
2m

In 1994, the value for P in the water bill was
equal to 0.33 $/m3 . For the joint service of
water and sewerage, P is doubled. Actually, for
residential buildings, there is a "free
consumption" block of the first of 30 m3 over a
two months period.

Slope

TB- -

.

TBE.
2

.C

Box 3.5 Why does the ConcessionaireWant Meters
Everywhere?

For the GreaterBuenosAiresarea, the current
estimationfor water production is 580 liters per capita

K *P

30

3.31

.H/24+30

For a consumer with given housing

per day. The corresponding
consumptionlevel is only

charactefistics(i.e., with a given H), installng a

325 liters per capita per day. This reflect the fact that
lossesand illegalconnectionsrepresentabout44% of

meter is a wise decision only if consumption is
small. For a consumption larger than C, paying
the fixed price is less expensive. So, in each H

totalproductionin GreaterBuenosAires.
With the generalized installation of meters,
Aguas Argentinas and ETOSShope that productionwill
be drasticallyreducedto satisfythe current consumption.
First becausethe losses coefficientwill be reducedfrom
44% to 25%; second because the connectionand

correspondingbilling will induce a decrease in
consumption. The anticipateddecreasein production
could be from 580 to 333 liters per capita per day i.e
O
, of
.,
43%.
In the longer
run however, the expansion

serviceshouldleadto an increasein totalproduction.
3.30 The marginal consumer. A comparison
of the bill for a residential consumer with and
without meters shows that it is the same when his
consumption verifies the equalityBm=TBB or
2 + [K * P *TBB
~what
{C - 30)]=
2B +K *P (-5-30) = TBB
Consequently, the indifferent customer is the one
H
who consumes approximately C - + 30, as
24
shown in Figure 3. 1.

,
to ask for a meter.

3.32 In sum, if people can choose between the
fixed bill (without meter) and the two-part bill
(with meters), it is equivalentto havinga menu of
ta

pe

performing a self selection between users.
~~~~~~~~~~tariffs
The drawback is that this selection process is
biased in the wrong direction since only the small
consumers have an incentive to install a meter.
For water, an average price that is lower for the
large user than for the small user cannot be
justified on technological grounds, contrary to
exists for electricity (see Box 3.6).
3.33 Another problem with the current two part
tariff is that there is no evidence that the total
connection costs add up to the revenue

from

TBB. Since the costs of installing and maintaining
meters are well known, it would be reasonable to
expect that the fixed part of the two-part tariff
reflects these costs to avoid a further source of
distortion in the choice between metering or not
for residential users and to avoid potential crosssubsidies for metered industrial users.
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Investments and Tariffs
3.34
A significant problem with the tariff
formula not mentioned so far is that it does not
provide much incentive to invest in the expansion
of the sewerage system. This comes from the fact
that the current design of the metered tariff
generates a complex system of cross-subsidies
between water services and sewerage services.
Whatever is paid for water is what will be charged
for the sanitation component of the contractual
obligations of the concessionaire. For now, the

evidence is that the system penalizes the sewerage
component of the tariff As documented in a
recent Bank report, household sewerage is
probably the most important source of
environmental pollution in Argentina.3 2 This may
be the best indicator of a problem in the tariff

Box 3.6 What's Wrongwiththe AveragePrice of
Waterin Argentina'sProvinces?
One of the advantages of metering is that it
allows a smoother discrimination among users and
makes it easier to send signals consistentwith the social
needs of society. These needs include a concern for the
poor and a concernfor the environment. The concern for
the poor would lead to expect a decreasingaverage price
for a limited level of consumption. The concern for the
environmentwould lead to expectan increasing average
price for water when there is a scarcityvalue attached to
this water. It turns out that the current two-parttariff for
meteredusers doesa goodjob at meetingthese.
For C <30m3 , the average water tariff is

obviously
decreasing.
When C> 30 m3,the averageprice is givenby:

30

TBB-K

2

C

design.
3.35 The key policy issue here is how should
the regulatory framework be designed to
encourage the development of least-cost operation
and expansion of the sewerage network. There is

+(K

*P).

It is an increasingfunctionof C if:

TBB
2 -K*P.

30<0.

clear
of wilingnss
videnc to ay fortheseFrom

clear evidence of willingness to pay for these

services (see Box 3.7) so where do incentives fail?

the formula for EBB and the respective
values of P and TG, this conditionis satisfied if H< 709.
For most common households, this is likely to be
satisfied. Effectively,even if the H values are very
sensitive to the type of building, most households are
likelyto be belowthe thresholdvalue.
Consider the current estimated consumptionof
325 1. For a four person family during two months,total
consumptionaverages 78 m3 . If the H estimationis not
too divergentfrom this average consumption,the average
price of water will be increasingfor most users. Only for
large users with very high H, can the averagewater price
be decreasing.
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The World Bank (1995), Argentina: Managing
Environmental Pollution: Issues and Options,
May 24, in 2 volumes,Report No. 14070-AR. See in
particular ChapterII of the VolumeII.
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Box 3.7 Willingnessto Payfor Sewerage

costs from new customers and addressing more

Accordingto an analysisconductedby COFAPYS
in Bs.As., C6rdoba, Santa Cruz and Santa Fe, the
willingness to pay for sewerage services is high. It
averages $35-55 per month per household. This is about
7-12% of the income of a four person family at the poverty
line (about $102 per capita per month). Yet only 38% of
10%
sewerage
services
the population gets
the swerge
opuatin
ges
srvies (ranging
rangng from
rom10%
in Misionesto 73% in Tierra del Fuego). Cooperativesare
increasingly providing the service for a typical tariff
ranging from $3 to $27, dependingon the type of service
provided. It remains well below the willingness to pay
and has contributedsignificantly to reduce the coverage
gap in many provinces. More detailed studies are now
being conductedby ETOSS which may result in significant
revisions but for now this is the impression that was
conveyedto the mission.

carefully some social issues (see Box 3.8).3

3.36
The main incentive problem under the
standard two-part tariff formula used in Argentina

is that current water and sewerage charges are
higher than operational costs but do not cover the
This arises because
full investment costs.
contracts sometimes allow that the share of
revenues from existing customers that exceed
operation costs be used to cover the share of
wvatersystem expansion costs not covered by new
customers but does not require any targeted level
of sewerage coverage. The size of the cross
subsidy from existing to new customers is in the

Box 3.8 Dealingwith Social Concerns
There are two mainstrategiesto improve service
delivery to low-income groups: low-cost services and
does
to low-cost
Withreduce
regard the
subsidies.
options services,
availablereform
for locally
not necessarily
appropriate choice of technology. Concession contracts
can allowthe selectionof appropriatetechnologicaloptions
based on community participation and the increased
likelihood of bill collection if service costs reflect the
respectivecommunitieswillingnessto pay.
To subsidize low income consumers, explicit
lump-sum subsidies for the basic consumption of lowincome consumersare preferableto tariff cross-subsidies.
If water companiescan charge the subsidizedpart of the
full cost of serviceprovisionto poor consumersdirectly to
the governent, their incentivesto serve poor consumers

Summngup theMai

Recommendations

3.38 The chapter has shown that the
concessioning of water and sewerage services are
likely to achieve some of their efficiency and
investment goals. To maximize the achievement a
few adjustments will have to be made in future
concessions or in the renegotiation of existing

value terns
value terms

contracts. The main aspects of the contract that
need revision or better consideration are in the
tariff design. But to be successful the reform will

In the case of Aguas Argentinas, the
3.37
problem was solved through an adjustment in the
deal. 23 months after the signature of the
contract--to some extent allowed by one of the
contract clauses. A 13.5% tariff increase was
granted to AA in return for: (i) the advancement
of service expansion; (ii) the provision of drinking
water to some low income neighborhoods; and
(iii) the replacement of water from some nitrate
polluted wells. This provides the resources in the
short-run, but a more fundamental change in the
tariff structure would be more desirable for all
new contracts to be considered in Argentina. This

also have to consider whether an overall and
major institutional reform is needed to clarify the
sectoral regulatory and planning responsibilities.
More specifically:

order of $480 million in present
aordingtof480
iBa
st
illionk
tin esent
according to Bank staff estimates.

would involve recovering the long-run marginal
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The optionsfor howto addressthe need of low income
are addressedin WorldBank (1995),
neighborhoods
Argentina: ManagingEnvironmentalPollution.
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On Tariff Design
*

Consider the preparation of a standard tariff
system (as was done in the case of electricity
system(s wasthe ES to rvse an possibriciy
distribution by the ES) to revise and possibly
simplifythe intricate fixed tariff for unmetered
consumption and to increase the incentive for
large residential users to accept metering.

*

Revise the fixed part component of the twopart tariff to make sure that it reflects the
actual connection cost and not just some
approximation of the ability to pay that is
unrelated to the cost of delivering the service.

*

Ensure that the revisions address the social
concerns (such as the need of the poor and
environmental problems) as well as the
incentives of the concessionaire and ensure
that new and old users are all paying the longterm marginal costs needed to cover the
expansion needs of the sector.
On Contract Selection

*

Adjust the contract type to fit the preferences
of the government or to fit what the private
sector is willing to accept; management
contract with a minimum level of capital
commitment may be the best option that can
considered in the short run in some provinces.

*

Since the experience of Corrientes shows that
private financing is hard to come by for
private concessionaires and that, for now,
many provincial governments will have little
choice but to finance a share of the investment
roects of the rivate operators who cannot
brow fo the ban pectors to minnot
borrow from the banking sector; to minimize
the short term financing requirement to the
public sector, the governments may want to
consider alternative arrangements such as
BOTs for specific expansion projects in
combination with partial concessions or
management contracts.

*

Other ways of reducing the limitations on
financing include attempts to try to concession
only specific areas or to bundle W&S assets
with other assets such as electricity to reduce
the risks faced or perceived by private
investors.

*

Whatever their form, ensure that contracts are
goal-oriented rather than process-oriented and
that they do not have mutually exclusive
requirements.
* Specify clear rules for contract renegotiation.
On Institutional Reform
*

Streamline the responsibilitiesfor the sector at
the national level.
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Chapter 4:

DEVELOPING A PROVINCIAL REGULATORY CAPACITY

4.1
The previous two chapters showed that
many provincial governments are trying to retreat
from the role of operator of electricity and W&S
services wherever possible. As they do this, they
are progressively placing more emphasis on their
role as regulator of the private monopolies. This
shift is not easy and requires a strategy for
defining and implementing regulatory frameworks.
As in the case of other countries with federal
systems, a special challenge in Argentina is the
establishment of institutional arrangements that
reflect the proper roles of national and provincial
tiers of government.
4.2
The importance of these institutions is
being underestimated in some provinces. Their
role is also sometimes misunderstood as revealed
by some of the decisions already made by some
provincial governments. Luckily few decisions
have been sealed in stone and it may be useful for
some provincial authorities to have some insights
on some of the costs and benefits of their
decisions and to provide with adjustment options
in cases in which they end up concluding their
initial strategy may have been to hasty. The
chapter provides a framework for thinking about
the
institutional
requirements
of
the
implementation of the regulatory arrangements.
The chapter focuses on the issues that were
considered the most important in the discussion
held during the visits to the provinces.
Breaking with the Past
4.3
The water and electricity sector in
Argentina have traditionally been significant
sources of employment in many provinces. It is
often a major factor in the high costs of the
services. It is also one of the first changes a
private operator wants to bring to the way the
service is being delivered. Aguas Argentinas is for

instance providing more services to more people
with about 50% less staff than Obras Sanitarias.
4.4
The pressure
on
the
reforming
governments is however often strong to avoid
dismissal and to maintain a tradition of using
infrastructure related services as a source of
employment. The main temptation has been to
place the employees dismissed by the private
operator in the regulatory agency. In some
provinces the preliminary number of staff in the
regulating agencies was expected to be larger than
the number of regulated. The risk with this
strategy is that the regulator becomes a source of
inefficiency and ends up hurting the interest of
users rather than protecting them.
4.5
Potential investors in infrastructure
activities are aware of this risk and many others
including interference with pricing of the
vulnerability of their usually large, long-term and
highly-specific investments once they have been
made. To minimize these risks, governments need
to break with their past and be able to commit
credibly to regulatory policies to provide investors
with assurance of a fair return on their investment.
This condition is necessary both for attracting
initial investment at reasonable cost and for
encouraging efficient operation of that investment
once it has been made.
4.6
The development of a regulatory
framework that limits discretion in regulatory
rules discussed in the previous two chapters is
only part of the strategy needed to show a
govemment's commitment to reform. The needed
complementary element of this strategy is to place
responsibility for the exercise of residual
discretion in an agency with the requisite expertise
and independence. "Independence" in this context
includes measures to protect the regulatory
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decision-making process from being "captured" by
short-term political pressures reflecting the needs
of special interest groups (often pushing
regulators to keep tariff lower than desirable) and
by the concessionaire (often pushing regulators to
keep tariff higher than desirable). For many
provinces this may the most difficult break from

may be required. Moreover, if the regulatory
entity is intended to be independent, decisionmakers must be able to resist improper
inducements or pressures from regulated firms,
political authorities, and other interest groups.

the past. It includesthe adoption of a transparent

Box 4.1 How to Appoint Regulators?

mechanism for the selection
regulators (see Box 4.1).

Assuming that the tradition of appointing
RegulatoryCommissions(with 3-5 membersrather than a
single regulator) remains the preferred options in
Argentina (and there is evidencethat this is the right way
to go), the selection of the members is the first severe
politicalchallengeprovincial authoritieswill have to face.
Here the main lessonof experienceis that electionsare not

of autonomous

Constraints and Trade-Offs
4.7

The

most

appropriate

means

of

implementing this strategy will vary from province
to province. In provinces with stable political and

legal institutions and an established reputation for

appropriate:they would reinforce short-termpolitical
perspectiveswhenlonger term perspectivesrequired.
Best practice includesthe followingsteps:

treating private firms fairly, perceptions of lower
regulatory risk may reduce investor's demands for

*

prescribe
professional
qualifications
forappointees;

safeguards

.

involveboth the Executiveand LegislativeBranchesin

against

the

misuse

of regulatory

discretion, such as rigid and specific rules and
independent agencies. More flexible rules will, in

theappointment
process;
.

turn, enhance regulators' capacity to pursue
efficiency goals and to adapt regulation to
changing economic and technological conditions.

provide regulatorswith securityof tenure, subject to

removal
onlyincaseofprovenmisbehavior
*

exemptagenciesfromcivilservicerulesthat limitsalaries
belowthoserequiredto reeniutqualifiedstaff,

.

provideagencieswith fundingfromindustryleviesand/or
user fees to reduce reliance on politically-directed
budgetaryallocations.
Measuresto provide regulatorswith a degree of

4.8
In provinces
with
less
conducive
conditions, the trade-offs can be stark; investors
respond to increased risks by insisting on greater

safeguards or demanding higher returns on capital.

insulationfromthe politicalprocesshaveto be reconciled

The less comfort provided by the regulatory
system, the higher the risk premium required to
attract investment. Another trade- off also arises:
the lower the confidence in the regulator's
independence, the greater the emphasis on
specific, rigid rules and hence the constrains on
using regulation to pursue efficiency goals.

with the need to ensure regulatorsremain accountablefor
their actions. While the means of striking the appropriate
balance between autonomy and accountabilitywill vary
from contextto context,commonmeasuresinclude:
. provisionspermittingremovalof regulatorsin the case
of provenmisbehavior;
. prescribingparticularduties and obligationsas clearly
as possible in law, and providingan effectiveappeal

4.9
Dealing
with
limited
regulatory
capacity.
The main problem many of the
provinces will face is their constrained regulatory
capacity. Regulation of infrastructure industries is
a complex and demanding task. Depending on the
detail of the regulatory regime, staff with
specialized economic, financial, and legal skills

process, whether involving the courts or another
forum;and
mandate high standards of transparencyin regulatory
proceedings.

*
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4.10 Such resources are scarce in Argentina's
provinces and often have a high opportunity cost.
The principal concern is the relative scarcity (and
high opportunity costs) of qualified regulatory
personnel at lower tiers of government, with this
concern exacerbated by the greater risk of
regulatory capture flowing from closer proximity
to consumers (voters) and firms. These concerns
affect the design of regulatory arrangements and
of strategies to strengthen the regulatory capacity
of decentralized regulators.

Countrieswhich use sector regulators for energy
include Colombia, Hungary, and the nationallevel regulators in the United States and Canada.
Sectoral regulators are being established in
Russia and are being advocated as a reform
option in the United Kingdom.
Multisectoral. A single regulatory agency is
responsiblefor all or most infrastructuresectors.
Examples include state-level regulators in the
U.S., Canada and Australia,as well as nationalI
levelarrangementsbeing implementedin Jamaica
4.11 In anenionen fimtdeand Bolivia. In the provincial Argentinean
4. . n anenvironmentoflimitedregulatorycontext this would mean a single regulatory
agency would cover W&S and electnicity
capacity, potential investors tend to be especially
sensitive to discretion in regulatory arrangements,
and have a strong preference for detailed and rigid
distrbution
rules and standards. To the extent that discretion
is tolerated -- and as a practical matter, it is
The multisectoral approach is probably the
is t a - d 4.a 13
cmost
desirable
in the context of Argentina's
virtually impossible to remove all discretion -- a
premium will be placed on measures that
E
iprovices
needs and lmited regulatory capacities.
safeguard the independence of the regulator.
ustablshng regulatorywth a broad base offers a
These measures may range from procedures
agenumberof advantages over industry-specific
agencies. These advantages are even more
affecting the appointment process and security of
tenure~
to
~
poeue.nurn
rnprn
important
when provincial regulators are involved.
tenure to procedures ensuring transparent
Thadntgsicue
decision-making and the review of decisions. To
the extent that these conditions are not met,
. Opportunities to share regulatory resources -investors will demand higher rates of return to
for example,economists, financial analysts, and
offset the regulatory risks they perceive.
lawyers can work across sectors, and
admninistrativepersonnel can be shared. This
Sectoral Breadth of Authority
reducesoperationalcosts and means lower tariffs
and/or lower burden on taxpayers.
4. 12 Entities
charged
with
regulating
* Greater resistance to industry capture -- the
agency's broader constituency weakens the
infrastructure can be organized on one of three
influenceof any one industry.
main bases, depending on the sectoral breadth of
their authority.
I* Greater resistance to improper political
. Indutryspecc
a
s ainterference
St
-- the broader constituency and
responsiblefor gas, water, electnrcity,rail, and so
higher poltical profile increase the stakes of
on. This has been Argentina's approach at the
inappropriatepoliticalintervention.
National level.

Sector-specific.
.
Separate agencies are
responsible for sectors comprising a group of
related industries,such as an energy regulator for
electricityand gas, a transport regulator for rail,
roads, and ports and a communicationsregulator
for teleconmunications, post, and broadcasting.

.

Application of consistent approaches across
industries-- this has two main benefits. First, it
contributes to greater predictablity (and hence
reduced risk) for investors. Second, it reduces
the risk of market distortionsthat can arise when
servicesthat are subjectto substitutecompetition
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such as gas and electricity or different
transport modes --are subject to inconsistent
regulatory treatment.

departments. This approach has been adopted by
many state-level regulators in the U.S. and is
being emulated in Bolivia.

Easy translationof lessons and experiencegained
in one sector to other sectors -- this can be
particularlyimportant in relation to the design of
efficient tariff structures and some of the new
regulatory challenges associated with managimg
competition in network services such as
telecommunications,electricityand gas.

I

4. 14

Implementation strategies. Three broad

suRepreetac
4.16 In view of the high degree of
decentralization of the W&S and electricity
distribution services, the degree of local
representation is an important question to sort
out.

It is important that consumers know that

estabishtheir

interests are being protected, and can refer

Mategiesectranregulatorypfrmeworkes.aFirstn a
multisectoral framework can be established at the

problems to the regulator when required. But this
does not mean that the regulator needs a

can
strategies
be
adoptedfr

representative office in each municipality -- other
outset,witheachsectoralframn
br h withbinhedre gie
cutiswt
ogeprec
nti
rahv
outset, with each sector brought within the regime
countries with Iong experience In this area have
at the time of or before privatization. This will
c
g
usually be the preferred approach, and has been
chosen
adopted in countries including Bolivia. Second, if
an industry-specific regulator already exists, new
* use of toll free telephone numbers for
jurisdiction
reporting concerns,
industries may be brought within its
..
rather than creating additional entities. The
...
.
~~~~~~~*
use of a program of regular visits to
feasibility of this approach will depend on how
municipalities to receive concerns" explain
p
a
easii' the structure and operation of the initial
poice
and whe taifs
et. ar
en
itstitution can be modified to meet a broader
iiistitulion
can be modified to meet a broaderlreviewed,
seek submissions through public
mandate. Third, regulators can be established on
an industry-specific basis but consolidated over
time through mergers. This happened in many
. if justified by the geography (and politics) of a
states in the U.S. and pressure is mounting to
particular province, establish one or two
ierge industry-specific regulators in the U.K.,
regional offices serving a large number of
Ar-gentinaand Chile. This strategy has a number
municipalities.
of weaknesses, however, including the likelihood
that existing entities will resist merger and that the
The possible establishment of regional or
benefits of a broader perspective will not be
municipal offices also underlines the benefits of
available during the critical early phases of a new
multisectoral agency or at least sharing offices and
regLilatorysystem.
staffs between regulators.
.4.15

One of the main challenges in establishing
"iultisectoral agencies is to ensure that specialized
knowledge or understanding of particular
Mndustries
is not unduly sacrificed. This challenge
Cean.be addressed by ensuring that internal
foster
the
Wganizational arrangements
development of industry-specific expertise, such
as bv establishing strong sector-specific

Minimization of Regulatory Demands
4.17 If regulatory capacity is limited, this
limitation must be taken into account in designing
all aspects of the regulatory system. Regulatory
discretion can be limited and residual discretion
can be tempered by clearly articulated criteria.
Administrative procedures intended to make
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regulatory decision-making transparent should
avoid excessive legalism, a criticism often leveled
at regulatory processes in the U.S. but also a
tendency of many involved in the design of
The design of
regulation in Argentina.
environmental regulation for instance is a major
headache for any water company operator.
4.18 The burden of supervising compliance with
rules can be reduced by ensuring that penalties are
clearly defined and set at a level that will provide
appropriate incentives for firms. It may also be
feasible to enhance the role of consumers in
monitoring firm behavior by providing incentives
to report non-compliance. For example, in
addition to fines, consumers may receive rebates if
a firm has failed to meet clearly defined
performance obligations.
4.19 Contracting-out tasks. Another way to
reduce demands on regulators is to allow them to
contract-out particular tasks. For example, some
of the analytical work associated with price
regulation and tariff design in the water sector
could be contracted-out to consultants. External
arbitrators could be used to settle certain types of
regulatory disputes. Similarly, some regulatory
tasks may be delegated to national agencies where
the capacity is demonstrated and the incentive to
ensure an effective coordination with the functions
under their responsibilities is obvious. In each
case it will be important to ensure that the
proposed arrangements do not raise concerns over
capture or otherwise weaken the legitimacy or
effectiveness of regulatory decision-making.

4.21 For example, price regulation in the U.S.
involves rate of return methodology and almost
continuous public hearings undertaken in a very
legalistic environment -- hence, large number of
staff consumed with procedural matters and
detailed evaluation of accounting data from firms
In contrast, price cap methodology in the UK
requires rates to be reviewed only once every
three to five years, and processes for public
consultation are less formal and legalistic.
4.22 Quality regulation provides another
example. The "old model" involved regulators
acting as policemen, actively supervising service
In
delivery and searching out infractions.
contrast, the "new model" places more emphasis
on deterrence (large penalties) and incentives for
consumers to inform the regulator of noncompliance (e.g., rebates from bill when service
not available or falls below agreed parameters)
(see Box 4.2). These issues are determined by
regulatory framework, which agency usually must
take as given -- hence, importance of thinking
through these issues before privatization!
4.23 Large staff is not necessary. For instance,
In Colombia (which is larger than many of
Argentina's provinces), the new regulator for
electricity and gas throughout the country has just
18 staff, and does not anticipate expansion beyond
36.
Sector-specific national regulators in
countries the size of Argentina often have 40 or
less staff, and multisectoral agencies in the U.S. -despite the demands of burdensome rate-making
and legal processes -- often have around 100 staff
to cover a broad range of sectors.

Size of Agency Staff
4.20 There is no "magic number", and no
objective indicator based on size of firm, turnover
of industry or number of consumers. It all
depends on the specific tasks assigned to the
regulator under the particular regulatory regime.

4.24 It is also important to emphasize the costs
and risks involved in erring on the side of having
"too many" regulatory staff:
of extra agency staff
*

larger number of regulators will likely increase
demands on firm, so that its staff must expand
according, with these costs ultimately reflected
in higher prices;
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*

risk that larger staff will become too
interventionist to justify their existence -"micro-management" of industry eliminates

Box4.2 ConsumerRepresentation
Thereare twomainmodelsfor ensuringviewsof

benefits of private participation; concerns in

consumersare taken into account: (i) have a representative

this area may deter potential investors or lead

ofconsumerson commission,
togetherwith representatives

them

of producersand other interests; and (ii) staff commission!

to reduce

the value of their offer

accordingly; and
*

large staffs make it more difficult to pay higher
salaries to attract and retain well-qualified
staff

4.25 The main message here is that quality is
niore important than quantity. It is usually easier
to hire staff than to fire them. So the preferred
strategy should be to begin with a small number of
well-qualified professionals, engage short-term
consultants for specific problems, and only expand
staff when clear that they are required to perform
specific and ongoing duties.
Strengthening Regulatory Capacity
4.26 Even where regulatory arrangements have
been designed to reduce regulatory demands,
nascent regulators will typically require assistance
in a number of areas, including training in specific
regulatory functions. This type of assistance will
usually exhibit significant scale economies, as
training programs and other materials may be
shared by several decentralized regulators. A
number of strategies exist for delivering assistance
of this kind.
4.27 Assistance Through National-level
Agencies.
A national policy favoring
decentralization of regulatory responsibility may
be complemented by technical assistance
channeled through a national-level agency. For
example, such an agency could organize training
programs for regulators, provide model contracts
for concessions, or provide technical advice on
specific regulatory problems. It may also act as a
focal point for disseminating lessons of experience
among sub-national regulators.

with professionals
(economists,lawyers,etc.), but ensure!
decision-making
processgives opportunitiesfor interest
groupsandinterestedindividualsto presenttheirviews.
Both modelshave precedentsaround the world.
But model(ii) has severaladvantagesover model(i), and
is the modelof choicein the UK and mostU.S.agencies.
Advantages
include:
. decision-making
and balancingof interestsis done
more transparently,rather than through internal
negotiation;* encourages
decision-makers
to takea broad.long-termn
perspective,
ratherthanjust actingas an advocateforf
onegroup;
* ensurescommissionis qualifiedto deal with often
technically-complex
issuesinvolved;and
avoidsdisputesovercomposition
of commission-- in
reality,thereare diffuseconsumerinterests(e.g.,low
incomeresidential;middleincomeresidential;high
volume industrial consumers; small-to-medium
commercialusers). Noone individualcan expectto
faithfullyrepresentall theseviews,and appointmentof
a large numberof consumerinterestsrequiresthe
appointmentof an equalnumberof producerinterests
for balance -- the result becomes a very large
commission, with consequent delays, poorI
accountability
for decisions,difficultyfor investorsto
predictpolicydirections,etc.

4.28 Mutual
Assistance
Through
a
Regulatory Association.
An alternative or
complementary strategy is to establish an
association of regulators.
Sub-national (and
national) regulators can interact in this forum and
share lessons of experience. The association may
also reinforce professional norms (and hence
reduce vulnerability to improper influences) while
providinga group of peers to respond to charges of
improper politicalinterference. It could also provide
a framework for the joint development of training
programs and research on common regulatory
problems. The National Association of Regulatory
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Utility Commissionersin the U.S. provides a possible
model and this is what Argentina's electricity
regulators are trying to achieve as explained in
chapter 2 (para. 2.28).
4.29 Twinning Arrangements. A third vehicle
for supporting nascent regulators is establishing
"twinning" relationships between sub-national
regulators and more experienced regulators,
whether from foreign or national jurisdictions.
Arrangements of this kind can provide a source of
ongoing institutional support, technical advice and
exchange and training opportunities. A growing
number of U.S. and other OECD regulators have
experience in participating in these relationships
with regulators in reforming and developing
economies.
Funding the Regulatory Agency
4.30 A critical question in establishing
autonomous agencies is how to strike the balance
between autonomy and accountability, including in
relation to funding arrangements. Relying on
budgetary transfers is often viewed as a threat to
the independence of the regulators. Levies on
regulated firms tend to be the most important
alternative source to funding to general budget
receipts and could be considered by reforming
provincial governments.
Actual levies are
determined annually based on budget proposals
submitted by the agencies Some of the main
implementation issues are discussed below.
4.31 Imposing the Levy on Firms or on
Consumers? In principle, regulatory costs could
be imposed on consumers either directly, such as
through a separately identified fee as part of their
utility bill, or indirectly, such as where the levy is
paid by regulated firms but those firms pass the
costs on to consumers in the form of higher
prices.

The first approach

concession in Buenos Aires. 34 This approach has
the benefit of improving the transparency of costs
associated with regulation, but may also increase
the costs and complexity of administering the
scheme.
4.32 The second approach -- imposing the levy
on regulated firms -- is the most common, and is
the model used for most regulators in the U.S. and
Argentina and for regulators in the UK,
Venezuela, Peru and Colombia. The manner in
which the levy is passed on to consumers will
depend in part on the form of price regulation.
Under traditional rate of return regulation, this
cost will often be treated as an element of
operating costs and hence passed on to consumers
automatically through the tariff schedule approved
by the regulator. Under price cap regulation,
accounting for individual cost items is less
important, and tariff increases do not
automatically flow from changes in a firm's cost
structure. As price cap schemes are nevertheless
intended to allow efficient firms to make a
reasonable rate of return, the overall result may
not be that different from under rate of return
regulation. However, the risks implicit in price
cap regulation fall on the regulated firm, rather
than consumers, which may make a firm operating
under price cap regulation more sensitive to the
level of the industry levy.
4.33 What kind of fees? The design of the fee
requires a few decisions. Fees can be levied as a
percentage of the industry's gross revenue and
paid every six months or so. They can also be
levied as a flat fee to be paid early on in the year.
To avoid the risks of excessive burden, a
maximum level of industry levies can be set in law.
In Peru, for example, sectoral laws provide that
the maximum levy for water firms shall be 2% of
industry gross revenues.
In Colombia, the

remains relatively

unusual, with examples including the regulator

responsible for overseeing the private water

34

In BuenosAires, the water regulatorapplies a levy of
2.67% on consumers'water bills. In the District of
Columbia, a fee of $0.03 per month for residential
cable subscriberswas introducedin November1994.

50
sources of mutual support if concerns over
improper political intervention (i.e., akin to a
"trade union" for regulators); and
j.ointly supporting an effective system of
yardstick competition between provinces.

electricity law provides that levies on regulated
firms cannot exceed 1% of specified components
of the entities' costs. But while a maximum levy
may provide regulated firms with some degree of
protection from imposts they consider excessive,
and set a cap on de facto taxation, they do not
provide agencies with any protection from
arbitrary political interference. To achieve this
goal, a minimum levy would need to be specified
in law or some other instrument that cannot
readily be amended or revoked by government,

*

4.34 What kind of fee structure? Where the
What kinodofifestruon cture? Where the
4.34
levy is imposed directly on consumers, or is
imposed on firms but tariff regulation expicitly
directs the incidence of the regulatory fee
component of the firm's costs, questions arise as
to the design of the most appropriate structure of
levies. For example, if the regulatory fee is
significant, redistributional objectives might be
pursued by exempting some categories of users
More generally,
from the regulatory fee.
efficiency objectives will generally be advanced by
imposing the fee on tariff elements with least
elastic demand, such as a connection fee, rather
than a demand fee. The costs and benefits of
adopting more elaborate schemes of this kind need
to be weighed carefuillyin the context of particular
implementation environments.

National Regulatory Research Institute (NRRI) at
Ohio State University to undertake research and
training on behalf of its members. A similar model
may have many benefits in Argentina. Argentina;
electricity regulators are hoping to achieve
something similar with the agreement signed in
gimilar
be surprisiggot in
Aprilg
April 1996 and it would not be surprising if the
water sector will follow soon with a similar
g

Organizing Interprovincial Cooperation on
RegulatoryMatters
4.35
*
*
*

Opportunities include:

realizing economies of scale in training
programs;
realizing economies of scale in comrnissioned
research on specific regulatory issues;
informal exchanges on lessons of experience in
dealing with particular issues;

4.36 In the U.S., State and Federal regulators
have combined to form the National Association
for Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC)
which performs these roles, has special
committees for each sector, and jointly finances a

summing up
4.37 Selectinguthemost appropriate design for a
Provincial regulatory entity will call for complex
policy judgments, often made in a sensitive
political environment. This choice cannot be
made in the abstract or by appeal to general
slogans. Constrained regulatory capacity is of
special concern in a reforming country such as
Argentina. This constraint must be given due
weight in framing any privatization and
decentralization strategy, and when considering
the detail of regulatory and institutional
In particular, provincial
arrangements.
governments may need to find ways to resist the
pressures that can arise for each industry to have a
separate industry-specific regulatory agency.
Thought will also need to be given to strategies
for strengthening regulatory capacity at all tiers of
government.
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